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t	 PREFACE
This document was prepared by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
for the NW Johnson Space Center, Life Sciences Directorate, under
Contract No. 9-14589, and presents the Integration Facility Survey
Results of the Life Science Payload (LSP) Planning Study.
The LSP Planning Study develops planning data that covers overall acquisi-
tion, staging, and integratst.a of elements, including program i mplementa-
tion, mission support and data disposition for Life Science Payloads.
Questions regarding the material presented in this report, or the overall
study activity, should be directed to:
• Mr. G. W. McCollum
Mail Code DE5
NASA .1ohnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058
41
	
Telephone 713/483-5031
• -Mr. W. G. tIelson
Group AAJO, Mail Station 13-3
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
5301 Bolsa Avenue
Huntington Beach, California 92647
Telephone 714/896-5267
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
Ground based tests and studies of Life Science Shuttle era payload operations
have indicated that plans to perform integration, checkout, test, and in-flight
monitoring of Life Science payloads at NASA-JSC are feasible, and that scientific
return will be cost effectively increased with this method of operation (see
References 1 through 5).
The integration facility survey effort described in this report was structured
to examine the facility resources needed to conduct Life Science Payload (LSP)
integration and checkout activities at NASA-JSC. It is intendea to provide
reference information useful to JSC personnel in making programmatic decisions,
to provide a guide for the preparation of detailed facility modification plans,
and to identify rough order of magnitude facility and equipment costs necessary
to implement the planned Life Science Program.
Additional Documents were produced which summarize and supplement this facility
survey report. The documents are listed below:
DOCUMENT
NUMBER TITLE AND CONTENT
MDC	 G6579 Integration Facility Survey Executive Summate - Contains
a brief overview of the major survey results including
LSP Integration Facility and support equipment require-
ments, description of applicable JSC facilities, modifi-
cation/equipment costs and LS facility implementation
recommendations.
MDC	 G6578 Integration Facility Survey Data Sheets - Provides the
detailed data on the facility physical and utilities
characteristics including information concerning the
LS applicable hardware/equipment controlled by the JSC
Life Sciences Directorate.
i
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1.2 OBJECTIVES
i	
The primary objectives of the effort reported in this document are:
a) to define top level LSP integration Facility Resource requirements
for Life Science Shuttle Payloads,
b) to identify the resources currently available,
c) to compare the identified requirements with those already available,
and
d) to specify methods to achieve any required new capabilities.
1.3 SCOPE
The Lite Science Payload Integration Facility survey outlines accommodations
needed in the development, test, integration, checkout and flight support
of Life Sciences Carry-on labs, Spacelab Minilabs, and Spacelab Dedicated
laboratories. Primary emphasis was placed on those integration and flight
support activities to be conducted in NASA-JSC•Building 36. However, the
capabilities of additional JSC facilities identified as able to provide
support to the Building 36 Life Science Payload activities were also examined
and documented. Facilities in this group included Building 8 for medical
support and Building 37 for general laboratory support.
1.4 GUIDELINES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The major guidelines and assumptions used in the integration facility survey
are presented in the following paragraphs.
1.4.1 Dunning Flight Model
The integration facility requirements are based on-the 30 November 1975
Dunning Life Science traffic model shown in Figure 1-1. It is assumed that
two Carry-on labs, two Minilabs and two Dedicated labs will continue to be
launched per year in the period 1985 through 1991. A parametric evaluation
on the effect of a reduction in this traffic level on facility requirements
was not performed.
f
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CALENDAR YEAR 1980 1981 1982 1983
*
1984
MINILAB ^► '^ 0
CARRY-ON LABS L^► 	 D L^► 	 D O	 1:	 ' . D O
DEDICATED LABS
7 DAYS L, a 0
30 DAYS 0 0
* 1985 through 1991 same as 1984
FIGURE 1-1: LIFE SCIENCE PAYLOADS TRAFFIC MODEL (REFERENCE 7. BESS
FLIGHTS NOT SHOWN)
1.4.2 Sub 'sacility Operations
Space will be required at the Integration Facility, or within close proximity,
to perform the following subfacility operations.
a) shipping and receiving
b) specimen examination;; test, and holding
c) equipment storage
d) experiment test and checkout
e) experiment development;
f) component integration
g) flight checkout test
h) data management
i) science data monitoring
j) facility maintenance
k) general purpose scientific laboratory testing
1) office and conference room space
A simplified composite of Integration Facility activities is indicated in
Figure 1-2,
1.4,3 Integra tion Activities
The Integration Facility must be capable of integrating individual experiments
or filled racks provided from other sites (e.g., NASA-JSC) into flight ,ready
packages up to complete rack/floor sets. All individually received experiments
and components of dedicated and shared Life Science Payloads will be integrated
with'other necessary experiment .support elements-and given integrated tests and
1-3
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,
mission checkouts at the Integration Facility. The components will be shipped
to the launch site for final integration and checkout with other Space Shuttle
elements.
It is assumed that BESS• payloads will not be processed by the JSC LSF
Integration Facility.
It is assumed that Spacelab experiment interfaces connected-for simulations
will remain connected,-whenever practical, through flight. Since interface
plumbing and wiring between components in different racks will normally be
routed under the Spacelab floor, it is desirable operationally to integrate
Dedicated Lab floor segments along with experiments, racks, and other equip-
ment at the LSP Integration Facility. This method of operation was assumed
for this survey, although final selection of this procedure is dependent on
floor segment cost and availability data that'is not yet available.
1.4.4 Experiment Modifications
The majority of experiments received by the Integration Facility will be
ready to fly or will require only minor modifications to bring them to
flight ready status. More extensive fabrication efforts will not be per-
formed at the Integration Facility, but will be performed at Contractor or
JSC "technical Services Division facilities.
1.4.5 Integration and Transport Dollies
Integration of Spacelab racks and floors will occur. on GSE dollies which
will serve as in-building transporters. The dollies (similar to those used
for SMS II) will also allow positioning of the integrated rack/floor sets
for installation i,'to the checkout structure. Rack and floor sets returned
from the landing site will be placed on the GSE dollies for post flight
checks and disassembly.
1.4.6 Shipping/Receiving Methods
The Integration Facility must accommodate shipping/receiving of *assembled
rack/floor sets as well as individual equipment items. Large items received
or shipped from the facility will be unloaded or loaded on over-the-road
transporters inside the building .high bay area. Other items will be unloaded
1-5
or loaded at an outside covered dock area. Provisions for removing gross
external contamination from incoming shipments and transporters outside the
building will be provided.
1 .4.7 Orbi t:.r and Space1`ab Mock-Up Fidcl i wX
The level of fidelity with which the Spacelab interfaces are simulated by
the Spacelab flock-Ups used for checkout/test in the Integration Facility will
be high.
Actual Spacelab subsystem functions, however, will be perforated for the most
part. by lower cost non-fli ght hardware. Extensive Spacelab subsystem hardware
and subsystem GSE will not be required.
An Orb i ter aft flight deck and mid deck ri,ockup will also be re^;ui red. The
Orbiter mid deck area will be equipped with habitability accommodations to
enable participating crewmembers to remain in the mockup for the duration of
the preflight checkout.
1.4.8 Contami na tion/ Out ss inc
Contamination and outgassing measurements will be conducted'on individual
e,;periments in an off-line vacuum chamber. Fully integrated racks or rack/
floors sets will not be subjected to outgassing measurements.
1.4.9 Util ^ "sage Profiles
The capability to monitor thermal, electrical, and other utility usage
profiles will be required during integrated tests and checkout acitivities.
1.4.10 Clean liness Level s in In tegration Areas
The Integration Facility will be operated such that flight components under-
going final integration, tests and checkout:
a) have surface cleanliness maintained at level 300A according to
MTL-STD-1246A (Reference 7)
b) are exposed to an environment with an airborne particle content meeting
class 100,000 requirements as specified in FED-STD-209B (References
7 and 8)
c) are exposed to a controlled ambient temperature of ' 18 to 26°C (65 to 78'F
(Reference 7)
d) are exposed to a controlled relative humidity between 30 and 50 percent
(Reference 7).
i 1-6
1.4.1'1 Additional Cleanliness Provisions
Clean rooms having an airborne contaminant level 
'
of less than class 100K
will not he necessary in the Integration Facility. Individual comoonents
requiring a more contaminant-free environment for assembly or checkout will
be processed in the facility at a laminar flow bench capable of providing
class 10K conditions, or at outside facilities.
1.5 APPROACH
Based on the major guidelines and :assumptions described in the proceeding
text, the Integration Facility survey was carried out in a nine step process.
Those nine tasks are shown in the flow diagram of Figure' 1-3.
Task 1, definition of the operations and functions which are required to be
carried out in the Integration Facility, and Task 4, the survey of existing
JSC facilities, were initiated concurrently. On completion of Task 1, a
determination of the requirements which would drive the LSP facility design
was made (Task 2). Task 1 and 2 results were then used in Task 3 to ident
facility requirements of the Integration Facility.
TASK 1	 TASK 3
DEFINE
OPERATIONS AND	 DET;=RMINE
FUNCTIONS OF	 LSP FACILITY	 TASKS
LSP INTEGRATION	 REQUIREMENTS	 COMPARE
FACILITY	 REQUIREMENTS
TASK 
	 TASK4	 VERSUS
EXISTING
DETERMINE	 SURVEY	 CAPABILITY
DRIVING LSP	 EXISTING JSC
REQUIREMENTS	 FACILITIES	 1J
TASK 7	 TASK 6
DETERMINE IF	 IDENTIFYP/I, fiEQU1REME NTS	 pEFICILNCIESCAN BE REDUCED
TASK 8
	 TASK 9
DEVELOP	 '	 I	 PREPAREDOCUMIMPLEMENTATION	 DOCUMENTATIONRLCOMML•NDATIONS
FIGURE 1-3 INTEGRATION FACILITY SURVEY-TASK FLOW DIAGRAH
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The JSC facilities surveyed in Task 4 included Building 36, which will
be the center of the LSP integration efforts for the Shuttle time period,
and two additional facilities which have unique existing capabilities for
the support of planned Building 36 operations. The facilities surveyed
in addition to B ,iilding 36 were Building Q (medical Support capability),
and Building 37 (general Life Science laboratories).
The LSP facility requirements determined in Task 3 were compared with the
existing JSC accommodations identified in Task 4. This activity consisted
of Task 5. Deficiencies in the existing capabilities were determined in
Task 6, and methods to reduce the identified deficiencies in a cost effective
manner were examined in Task 7.
Implemen'tLation recommendations for the remaining firmly needed facility,
changes were developed in Task 8, and the Integration Facility documentation
was compiled, published and distributed in Task 9.
1.6 SJMNARY
The initial efforts of the LSP Integration Facility survey were conducted
to determine the top level operations to be performed in the JSC Life Science
Payload.processing area. As a result, twelve major subfacilities were identi-
fied in which operations required of the Integration Facility would be accom-
plished. ThP major subfacilities were composed of 30 lower level areas in
which payload related activities were carried out.
An assessment of the major facility characteristic requirements of each of
the 30 processing areas was made, based on the assumptions described in
Section 1.4. Facility requirements of each area were then identified, based
on assumed processing loads derived with the aid of information contained in
Reference 2 and 3. SUmination of the individual processing area requirements
indicated that an overall area of slightly over 2,044 Pi e (22,000 ft2 ) was re-
quired to support laboratory activities of the Integration Facility 96M2
 (925
ftz ) were needed for special requirements/items holding, and 418M (4,500 W-)
1-8
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were required for outside dock and storage activities. It was projected
that additional activities of the Integration Facility would require slightly
over 2,500M 2
 (27,000 ft"), of which about 697M I
 (7,500 fL') were required
to be envirnr n ►enta?ly controlled to the class 100K level. A total of
5080N' (54,650 ft 2
 ) was estimated to be required for all Integration Facility
activities.
In addition to facility space requirements, the support equipment require-
ments were identified in the same survey phase. GSE items necessary to
process flight experiments and Spacelab flight hardware were identified.
GSE items presently on NASA/ESA GSE listings were evaluated for applicability
to the Integration Facility operations and 25 items whose capabilities matched
those necessary for LSP activities were selected. An additional list
of 39 GSE items was also prepared to provide flight hardware support which
the NASA/ESA items could not cost effectively perform. Other support
equipment required for Integration Facility operations was also defined on
an area-by-area basis.
A survey was conducted to document the capability of existing JSC facilities
and equipment having possible applicability to LSP processing. This effort
defined the presently available nucleus about which LSP operations may be
most economically implemented. The survey documented the arrangement,
floor space, door sizes, utility services, and existing support equipment
available. Results were condensed and are presented in tabular form.
Building 36 was , cons'idered the most favorable location for the majority
of LSP processing operations and the survey emphasis was placed on it.
however two other buildings at JSC were identified as havin q unique
capabilities and these were also surveyed. These additional sites included:
a) Building 8, found to have medical examination capabilities which
should be useful in collecting baseline data from crewmembers and
other test subjects
b) Building 37, presently being reconfigured to provide a common site
for most Life Sciences scientific laboratories. This capability will
be required to support tests and analyses required by experiments
during integration/test activities as well as during pre and post
flight activities.
A suniiary of the usable space in the facilities surveyed is indicated in
Table 1-1.
A comparison of the facility survey results with the subfacility requirements
verified that the most logical location for equipment receiving and shipping,
test, integration, checkout, test monitoring and in-flight science support
was the Building 36 south wing area, Previous SMS II activities conducted
in a portion of this area had demonstrated that operations similar to those
projected for Life Science flight payloads were well suited to this location.
Several floor plans For Building 36 LSP processing operations were prepared
and evaluated based on the information obtained from the survey of the
existing facility and on informa" on from the subfacility requirements assess-
ment.:. The recommended layout resulting from the configuration evaluation
requires only modest changes to the existing facility to accommodate the full
projected LSP processing load.
The changes are summarized in Table 1-2. The recommended layout utilizes
the existing class 100 clean room area as a class 100K integration and test
activity area. An addition to the clean room is used to house a portion of
the mockups and mockup support equipment. If it should be desired at some
future time to return the clean room area to class 100 operation, extensive
major rework would not be required.
TABLE 1-1
FACILITY AREA SUMMARY
LOCATION AREA
m 2 	• (ft 2)
BUILDING 36
NORTH WING - OFFICE AREA 540 (5,800)
SOUTH WING - FIRST FLOOR USABLE AREA 1,860 (20,000)
- SECOND FLOOR USABLE AREA 810 (8,700)
- THIRD FLOOR OFFICE AREA 490 (5,300)
3,700 (39,800)
BUILDING 8
FIRST•FLOOR MEDICAL DISPENSARY AREA 670 (7,200)
BUILDING 37
FIRST FLOOR - LABORATORIES AREA 2,000 (21,500)
- OFFICE AREA 1;630 (17,500)
SECOND FLOOR - ARCHIVAL AREA 300 (3,200)
THIRD FLOOR - LABORATORY AREA 130 (1,400)
4,060 (43,600)
TABLE 1-2
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED FACILITY MODIFICATIONS
C wy,
MODIFICATION .	 Number of
( To Building 36) Places Req'd
o Enlarge interior doors to allow passage 5
of racks in upright position.
o Refurbish existing clean room and modify 1
controls/equipment as required for class
100K operation.
• Add small equipment/personnel airlock and 1
modify room 1010 to allow class 100K
cleanliness level to be attached.	 Connect
to existing clean room air handling system.
o Add class 1OOK clean room enclosure for 1
Orbiter/Spacelab mock-ups. 	 Connect to
existing clean room air handling equipment.
o Install truck docking pit. 2
o Install/move monorail crane 3
0RJ(NNAL PA$[ iii
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An analysis of network flow charts determined that the Integration Facility
should be capable of performing initial receiving and payload processing
operations as early as late 1978. From this point a near linear increase
in payload processing capability is required until full facility capability
is reached by mid 1981.
The rough order of magnitude costs for alternations and additions to the
structure, interior partitions, doorways, and dock areas of Building 36
were estimated at $135,000. Rough order of magnitude costs for GSE and
support equipment were estimated to be:
NASA/ESA GSE	 $0.77 million
other GSE	 $0.94 million
other support equipment	 $0.33 million
$2.04 million
These values do not include mockup structures or subsystems, computerized
test monitoring equipment, specialized items of specimen holding facilities/
equipment, or design and developmen t costs. GSE and support equipment
installation costs are not included.
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Section 2
LSP INTEGRATION FACILITY OPERATIONS AND FUNCTIONS
2.1 FACILITY FUNCTIONS
The LSP Integration Facility at NASA/JSC will consist of building accommoda-
tions, equipment, and personnel necessary to receive, integrate, test, per-
form flight checkouts, provide in-flight scientific support and ship payload
items to the launch site. The JSC Integration Facility is one element of the
total LSP program, and is responsible for Life Science Carry-on Lab, Minilab,
and Dedicated Lab payloads. Additional LSP facilities will ^e required at
other locations; for example the launch /landing site and the HESS integration.
site.
Table 2 - 1 indicates the current consensus for locations at which Life Science
payloads will be integrated. After the initial verification test flights
involving Spacelab (which may be integrated at NASA-MSFC) all Level II -a nd I
integration occurs at the launch site. (Leve1.III and Level II integration
activities do not apply to Carry-on Labs).
Dedicated Labs will be integrated to Level III, tested, and flight checkouts
performed at ,
 the JSC Integration Facility. Some final Level III interface
verifications will be required on arrival of the Dedicated Labs at the
launch site to ensure compatibility with other elements of the Shuttle
Program.
Level III integration of Minilabs will be conducted at the launch site, as •
this payload type must be combined with partial payloads of other disciplines
prior to loading into the Spacelab module. However, integration of all
Minilab components making up the Life Science portion of the shared payload
will take place at the JSC Integration Facility, and checkout/tests involving
Life Sciences Experimentation will be carried out.
For Carry -on, Mini, and Dedicated Labs, Level IV integration activities may be
conducted at PI, contractor, non-NASA, or other NASA locations. Most commonly,
assembled-experiments will be shipped to the JSC Integration Facility for
assembly into a Spacelab rack with other experiments. ' In the event all
experiments to be placed into a rack originate at the same location,
2-1
TABLE 2-1
LOCATIONS FOR LEVELS OF LIFE SCIENCE PAYLOAD INTEGRATION
'Integration LE^c'.
Payload	 Level I	 Level II	 Level III	 Level IV
Carry-On L/S -- --	 P,B,R
Mini L/S L/S L/S	 P,B,R
Dedicated - 7 Day L/S L/S P 1	 P,B,R
Dedicated - 30 Day L/S L/S P 1
	 P,B,R
BESS L/S L/S B 1	 B
L/S - launch site
P	 - JSC LSP Integration Facility
-- - No integration at this level
B	 - ARC or contractor integration site
R	 - Other NASA location, PI location, contractor location, other non-NASA
location
1	 - Level III interface verifications at launch site required
Where:
Level I	 - Cargo (Spacelab) to Orbiter
Level II - Payload to Spacelab
Level III - Experiments (racks) to payload
Level IV - Components to experiments (to racks)'
(See Reference 9 for detailed definition of integration levels).
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the empty rack may be shipped to that location, to be retLrned to the
Integration Facility with all experiments in place and checked out.
2.2 OPERATIONS PERFORMED IN THE INTEGRATION FACILITY
The informaZion contained in LSP Planning Study report Volumes II and III
(References 2 and 3) was utilized to prepare a top level list of operations
necessavy at the JSC Life Science Integration Facility. Each operation
was then examined to determine facility requirements which resulted from
the conduct of the operation. Finally the applicability of these require-
ments to the processing of equipment items, Spacelab components, specimens,
and GSE was assessed. The result of this effort is indicated in Table 2-2.
The facility requirements identified in Table 2-2 were next grouped into
related set:, thus defining subfacility areas in which similar operations
were conducted. These areas are listed in Table 2-3, with an indication
to the right of each area of the applicable equipment and specimen types
which will be processed in the subfacility. The equipment and specimen
indications are coded to denote the extent and frequency with which they
will be processed in each area.
Major subfacilities are indicated in parentheses in the first column of
Table 2-3. The indicated major subfacilities include all lower level sub-
facilities which are listed immediately preceeding the parenthesized major
subfacilities.
The following example will be useful in clarifying the methodology used
to determine the subfacility groupings. The need to perform Level IV
integration was identified in the preparation of Table 2-2 (reference the
entry in the table indicated by the asterisk) as an operation which will be
carried out at the Integration Facility. It was next determined that this
operation would require a clean room integration area and a tube and wiring
harness fabrication area. Equipment items (e.g., experiments and CORE items),
rack and floor elements, and integrated racks were identified as items which
would routinely be processed during the Level IV integration operation.
Some flight and facility support GSE items were also identified as elements
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which would be processed. The applicability and frequency with which
these items are involved in Level IV integration are indicated in the
right hand portion of the Table. Inspection of Table 2-3 (see asterisk
entry) shows that the Level IV integration activities may be effectively
grouped with the Level III integration activities for performance in the
subfacility labeled "Clean Room Integration Area". The hardware items
and specimen types involved in the processing flo-a of this subfacility
a. ,e also indicated in Table 2-3.
Paragraphs 2.2.1 through 2.2.12 contain capsule descriptions of the opera-
tions to be carried out within the subfacilities identified.
2.2.1 Shipping and Receiving
This subfacility is the arrival and depa rture point for all elements
involved in the Integration Facility activities. The subfacility contains
equipriant needed to clean surface dirt from incoming shipments and trans-
porters, packing and crating materials and equipment, temporary storage areas,
and items needed to record, tag, identify, and coordinate incoming and out-
going shipments. Supplies and equipment needed to package cleaned components
are also assigned to this subfacility, and are located in the clean room area.
Shipment operations of the facility will be -co ordinated with the JSC Logistics
Division.
2.2.2 Special Re.^,uirements/Items Stowage
A subfacility will be required to store and process items such as drugs,
test specimens and other unique supporting articles at the JSC LS develop-
ment facility. Areas for sample/specimen inspection, examination and
testing to support shared payload checkout operations are included.
Specimens and controls for experiments being processed at JSC will be
housed in the Special Requirements Storage Subfaciiity: It is anticipated
that some capability to monitor and record implanted sensor outputs an-d
specimen condition will be required at this subfacility.
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2.2.3 Equipment Storage
{	
Both controlled and non-controlled storage areas will be provided by this
subfacility for ground and flight items. Environmentally controlled areas
will be allocated inside the Integration t-acility for CURE. items, experiments
CSE, tc-st cqc ripncnt, and documcntation. An outside kneed storage area
will be needed for workstands and similar bulky equipment which can tolerate
an uncontrolled outdoor environment.
2.2.4 Experiment Test Checkout Lab
This lab 'is divided into three major parts: a) a performance test area where
acceptance and checkout of experiments occurs, b) an area for conducting
outgassing tests of experiments and equipment items, and c) a flammability
test area t;1here tests of materials will be conducted to verify their suit-
ability for use in the Shuttle or Spacelab environment.
2.2.5 Experiment Development Lab
The Exr jri i„ent Devel opmert Lab ,-ii l l be used to fabricate and modify com-
ponents of experiments. Its primary function will be to perform minor
modifications to correct deficiencies identified in experiment tests and
simulations, and to troubleshoot and repair failed equipment. The lab will
also be used to refurbish returned flight equipment and occasionally to
fabricate components of experimrents bring developed. The lab will consist
of a general mechanical shop area and a general electrical shop area.
2.2.6 Clean Room Integration Area
This area will be used to perform Level IV and Level III integration, and
perform shakedown tests and calibrations of payloads. The subfacility will
include a wiring harness fabrication area, a clean room test area for interface
verifications and checkout testing, a clean room work area in which payloads
may be dismantled on return from the landing site, as well as the clean
room area necessary for integration activities.
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2.2.7 Orbiter/Spacelab Norkup
In this subfacility the Life Science payloads will be installed into the
Spacelab or Orbiter mockups for interface verification, shakedown tests,
experiment calibrations, and checkout tests. On completion of the checkout
tests additional testing may be performed in the mockup if required to
correct abnor1ralities identified. The payload. will then be removed from
the mockup for shipment preparation activities.
2.2.8 Data Lab
This subfacility will include data management capability needed to support
checkout and calibration tests, interface verification, payload checkout
operations, post checkout testing, and experiment developrIent testing. The
Data Lab will also provide data handling capability to support Life Science
payloads in flight, and to support post flight tests. The Data Lab will
interface ,-A th the checkout test area, experiment integration area, Science
Monitoring areas, Test Control Area, tho Science Payload Operations Control
Centex , Mission Control Center, and possibly with reit(A6 science data monitoring
terminals.
2.2.9 Test Con trol /Fl i..c_hht Su ort Area
Areas allocated for the control of Integration Facility tests and checkout
operations, and areas allocated for science data monitoring will be provided
by this subfacility. The Science Monitoring Areas will be used for both
Integration Facility test monitoring by visiting RI's and other personnel,
as well as for in-flight support of Life Science Payloads.
2.2.10 Facility Maintenance Area
The Facility Maintenance Area subfacility will provide storage space for
facility equipment used to maintain, buildup, and modify the Integration
Facility. It will also contain a general purpose facilitt modification area
in which minor maintenance activities may be carried out. Examples of
activities which this subfacility might support include packing replacement
in small pumps, pipe threading, checkout of thermostatic controls for flow
loops, and storage of spares for worn out items in critical components needed
2.-16
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to support Integration Facility operations. Major facility item rework
and extensive repair Pfforts would be supported by the JSC facility main-
tenance_ capability presently housed in Building 329.
2.2.11 General Pur ►ose Scientific Labs
Many experiments proposed for the Life Science Payloads program will require
standard physical, chemical, microbial, biomedical and other analyses.
These analyses in large part may be conducted by laboratories at JSC which
are controlled and staffed by Life Science Directorate personnel. The
existing JSC Life Science laboratory capability will be utilized by the
Integration Facility. Programmatic decisions will he required on an experi-
ment-by-experiment basis to accournodate analyses which existing capability
is unable to provide, however it is projected that most analyses of this type
will be performed at the PI's home lab.
2.2.12 Office and P;eeti na Room SJ^ace
This subfacility will provide office space for visiting P s interfacing with
the Life Science program while at JSC. Office space will also be neaded for
contractor personnel, and conference rooms will be required to accommodate
payload activity discussions. Most effective use of personnel may be obtained
if these areas are in close proximity to theAntegration, checkout test and
science monitoring, areas,
l
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2.3 FACILITY CHARACTERISTICS
On completion of the task: to group activities into subfacility areas, a
review was conducted to identify characteristics to which priority should
be given in formulating the subfacility requirements. The characteristics
sought wore primarily those which would drive the overall facility design,
as the scope of the current effort did not allo^v all requirements for each
subfacility to be specified.
As a result of this review it was determined that major facility requirements
could be categorized into flour primary classifications: physical, environmental,
utilities, and support equipment. The items considered under each of these
headings are shown in the following lists:
a) Physical Characteristics
floor area
floor shape
ceiling height or clear height in area
door size and type
access requirement to ad f acent areas
type construction (if special)
other requirements for non-standard physical accommodations
(e.g., raised Mooring for cabling)
b) Environmental
temperature limits and controllability
relative humidity range and controllability
cleaniness level
number air changes required per hour
cooling or heating load (if abnormal)
acoustic .
other requirements for non-standard environmental accommodations
(e.g., relative humidity rate of change specification)
c) Utilities
Electrical power (voltage, wattage, frequency, phase)
data cables
conmun i cati ons
thermal control fluids 	 Q^GIN
sewer	 A^
 P -4
vacuum	 POOR
plant air
process gases and liquids
acid waste disposal system
-other requirements for non-standard Utility accommodations (e.g.,
special CO2 lines for fire fighting)
2-la
d) Support Equipment
d 1) Fixed Support Equipment
hoists
arork platforms
pumps
fixed-in-place GSE
metal working machinery
d 2) movable Support Equipr.ient
equipment carts
scaffolds
specimen carriers
vans
forklifts
test equipment
benches
file cabinets
consoles
moveable GSE
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Section 3
LSP REQUIREMENTS FOR FACILITY DESIGN
3.1 APPROACH
A two phase approach was taken in determining LSP requirements imposed
on the Integration Facility design. First, the types and numbers of
payloads which the individual subfacilities will be handling were iden-
tified. Second, based on the processing load determined, requirements
of the individual areas making up each subfacility were defined. Addi-
tional details of these two steps are discussed in paragraphs 3.1.1 and
3.1.2.
3.1.1 Types and Numbers of Payloads to be Accommodated
In accordance with the guidelines outlined in Section 1.4, it was assumed
that the Integration Facility would accommodate Carry-on Labs, Mini-labs,
and Dedicated Labs.
Information on LSP requirements from initial LSP Planning Study tasks
(Section 4 of Reference 2, supplemented with network flow and payload
processing information from Appendices B and F of Reference 3), was used
in assessing subfacility processing loads for the various payload types.
The processing loads determined were modified slightly for compatibility
with the more optimum set of subfacilities determined from the analyses
outlined in Section 2 of this report. A summary of payload processing loads
used to assess facility requirement is shown in the left portion of Table 3-1.
The table also indicates (on the right) the facility processing loads from
References 2 and-3 for comparison.
Integrated facility processing requirements 
'
determined in previous LSP
Planning Study work show that the Integration Facility should have some
initial capability to receive equipment and verify experiment concepts
by late 1978. From this point, the facility capability-must be increased
in a near linear fashion to full operational capability by mid 1981.
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3.1.2 Subfacility Requirements Definition Methodology
The key facility characteristics identified and described in Section 2.3
were used in .preparing a data sheet to record requirements of individual
subfacilities. The data sheet produced is shown in Figure 3-1. The data
sheets were structured to indicate the subfacility and component processing
area nomenclature, the requirements and operations unique to the area, and
the physcial, environmental, utilfty and support equipment requirements.
A data sheet similar to that shown in the figure was prepared for each of
the component processing areas in each subfacility of the Integration Facility.
The subfacility and their component processing areas included:
Shipping and Receiving
e Dock area
e Non-clean room receiving
e Packing area - Clean room
e Clean room receiving
e Packing area - non clean room
e Equipment cleaning area
• Special Requirements/Items Holding Area
e Specimen insK::tion, examination and test
e Closely controlled specimen storage
e Normal room environment specimen storage
• Equipment Storage
e Normal.room temperature storage
CORE item storage
Experiment
GSE storage
Test equipment storage
Documentation storage
Integrated payload storage
e Non-controlled storage
• Experiment Test/Checkout Lab
e Perfom)ance test area
e Outgassing test area
e Flammability test area
3-5
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SUBFACILITY:
RE, UIREM.EXT:
OPERATIONS:
DRIVING PAYLOADS/DATA SOURCE:
PHYSICAL:	 FLOOR SIZE X HEIGHT
DOOR SIZE	 a
ARRANGEDENT OF ELEtWITS
ENVIRONMENTAL:	 TE14PERATURE TO ±	 of
HUMIDITY RANGE	 TO % RH
CLEANLINESS ^_ K CLASS AIR CHANGES ^_r
AIR COOLING/HEATING LOAD 	 / BTU/HR (INTEXUL ONLY)
WILITIES:
POWER:	 1.	 VOLTS (AC/DC) ^^ WATTS	 P.Z
2.	 VOLTS (AC/DC- WATTS	 HZ
3.	 VOLTS (AC/DC) WATTS	 HZ
DATA CABLES
COD74UNI CATION
OTHER
t
F
r
i
i
E
FIGURE 3-1 DATA SHEET
LIFE SCIENCE PAYLOADS SUBFACILITY REQUIREMENTS
Page 1 of 2
FIGURE 3-1 DATA SHEET (Continued)
LIFE SCIENCE PAYLOADS SUBFACILITY REQUIREMENTS
Page 2 of 2
rim SUPPORT EQUIPIENT:
HOIST CAPACITY	 HEIGHT
RANGE	 X	 X
BENCHES — N0, 	 WIDTH 	 HEIGHT
LENGTH
GSE ITE1•13
2.
3.
SCAFFOLDS
MACHINE SHOP TOOLS
MOVABLE SUPPORT EQUIP2o0,'T:'.
GSE IW-13
2.
3.'
SCAFFOLDS
VANS
FLAT BEDS
GENERAL PURPOSE EQUIP!C.NT
' 	 FORFZI FTS
3-6
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Experiment Devleopment Lab
• General mechanical shop area
• General electrical shop area
• Tube fabrication area
I Clean Room Integration Area
• Clean room integration area
• Wiring harness fabrication area
• Clean room test area
• Clean room work area
I Orbiter/Spacelab Mock-up
i Mock-up area
•	 I Data Lab
• Data management area
I Test Control/Flight Support Area
• Test control area
• Science monitoring area
I Facility Maintenance Area
9 Facility equipment storage
• General purpose facility modification area
I General Purpose Scientific Labs
• General purpose labs
• Isotope management lab
I Office and Meeting Room Space
e Conference rooms
• Office areas
On completion of the compilation of the data sheets for each component pro-
cessing area, the results were integrated to produce first subfacility and
then overall Integration Facility requirements. Subfacility requirements
are presented in the following section (3.2) and overall requirements are
presented in Section 3.3. Support equipment requirements of the Integration
Facility are presented in Section 3.4.
^s
	 3-7
k	 3.2 SUBFACILITY REQUIREMENTS
An example of the procedure used to assess subfacility requirements is pre-
sented in this section, along with a summary of the requirements for each
major Integration Facility element.
Figures 3-2 through 3-4 show data sheets for the three component processing
areas of the subfacility called the Experiment Test/Checkout Lab. The com-
ponent processing areas which make up this subfacility include:
a) A performance test area in which acceptance and checkout tests are
conducted on experiments and integrated assemblies arriving at the
Integration Facility. (See Figure 3-2.)
b) An oftgassing test area where offgassing tests are made on experiment
assemblies which have not been subjected to stringent materials con-
trols during fabrication. (See Figure 3-3.)
c) A flammability test area in which the fire safety of candidate experi-
ment materials is evaluated. The equipment in the flammability test
area will be used to provide data proposed by PI's for use in the LSP
program, but which have.not been previously used in manned space
flights. MaCerials whose properties are recorded in approved docu-
mentation will not normally be retested. (See Figure 3-4.)
Figures 3-2 through 3-4 illustrate the type of information and level of detail
included on the data sheets for each of the 30 component processing areas which
make up the 12 subfacilities. A complete set of data sheets for all 30 con]-
ponent processing areas may be found in Section A of Reference 10.
A summary of the facility space, environment, electrical power, and special
capability requirements from the data sheets is presented in Table 3-2.
The floor areas listed in the table are based on floor plans that approach
squares. Larger rooms will be required for most operations if the rooms are
irregular in shape. The ceiling heights listed will accommodate normal
operations forseen for the payloads processed or activities conducted in each
area. Ceiling allowances have been made for overhead crane space where a
crane is needed. Door sizes were selected to accommodate passage of items
3-8
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PERFORMANCE TEST AREA DATA SHEET
	
9
LIFE SCIENCE PAYLOADS
atJIiFACILITY REQUIREI-ENTS	
Page 1 of 2
LiUBFACILITY: ^£.r''F3RNA!/C^' TEST gREA - EXPER/17ENT TE'Sr/!NFC'^'O!? LAB
REQUIR ENT: 
CONQ^!` r PERrOkMANCE L 4,vO ACCEF'rANCE TESTS.
C ^ F^N^°,a^M F.VV/Fi'JN,"3,'^Y!' ^ fr'EQ!//f/F. rJ .
OPERATIONS:	 ACCEPTANCE Te'SrS cw /NCOM/NG EQIJ/PMENI
UP TO /NDNiaUAL /Nr£G.YATL'/> RACKS. •
DRIVING PAYLOADS/DATA SOURCE: ASSUME A,9dA /Yl//Sr fE SU,cX1e1E/yT TO
ACCOMMCJA: E 41P 40 SIX 00Z18 E RAGS - S/Mt/l TANS OUSL r.
NO OOCUM£A,TEO f^EgU/P.EMENT.
PHYSICAL:	 FLOOR SIZE 6-Im(?.Of/) X 6,1,n(20&) 	 ItEIGHT 7,6m (25 ,^ ) /^•,
DOOR SIZE	 fl WX 3.ea./ Of1) H
ARRANGEMENT OF EME 1, 2M
f,/00/; NE/GHT
ENVIRONI,CNTAL:	 TEMPERATURE--. /5"C =5'F TO 2AX (78.t)±
HUMIDITY RANGE	 30 TO	 "50 x RH
CLEANLINESS	 /00 K MASS	 'AIR CHM'ICES 670 /0 f yR. (NIMMlIAll
AIR COOLING/HEATING LOAD 	 -'	 / NOMIM44	 (INTE'R'NAL ONLY)
UTILITIES:
POWER: 1. 120 VOLTS	 AC (AC/DC) I?,ocO NATTS G,O RZ e
	
2. X209 VOLTS	 AC	 (AC/DC 6,?40 WATTS	 CO HZ
	
3.440 20 VOLTS	 AG	 (AC/DC) /0.000 WATTS 60 HZ Q
	
12012 oS Y	 A C	 1,0,W,0 W477S 440 NZ
DATA CABLES	 26 y	 DG	 • 2,800 WATT'S	 NIA
'CABLES NEEDED TD ACCOMMODATE
64 ANALOG AMO /6 O/6/TAL Z10 e#ANNELS	 ©S/^YGLE PN^ISE
CO:44UNICATION	 ® TN,'EE PHA S£
Z TE[EP//ONE E'XTEN.410NS
OTHER NOT-r .' K = N e071tE S!/PPL Y
,4 ym TORS
	
OXYGEN (A- f
	
4/4144/0 N17'R0GEN -DEWAR
111sH /'UR/TY DRyv1rROC,Ev (K) Sf/OP AIR
	
6AS SE0445 f/E,"111  !k)	 L'OOl/Wd P1441--,? SUPPLY^RETURN
FIGURE 3-2 PERFORMANCE TEST AREA DATA SHEET
ORONAL ` PAN is
OF POOR TMLITY
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PERFORMANCE TEST AREA DATA SHEET
LIFE SCIVICE PAYLOADS
SUBFACILITY REQUIRE?CUTS
Page 2 of 2
, FIXED SUPPORT EQUIPIMT:
HOIST CAPACITY 908, Ko ( 2,000 /6) HEIGHT 76 err Og 1^)y
RANGE Teo	 x	 x
BENCHES - I11 0• Ga	 WIDTH 00. 92 	 (3{tf HEIGHT O.2? m	 ff )
LI:KGTH z.4^( a {t )
GSE ITEI.s N/A
2.
3.
SCAFFOLDS
MACHINE SHOP TGOIS
MOVABLE SUPPOP,'i' EQUIPI M'T:.
GSE ITEbs N/q
1.	
..	 '
SCAFFOLDS
VANS	 FORKLIFTS
FLAW BEDS 2- /, 2 m x /.5rn (471t  v 5 f t
GENERAL PURPOSE . EQUIP:CNT
f
i
FIGURE 3-2 PERFORMANCE TEST AREA DATA SHEET (continued)
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OUTGASSING TEST AREA DATA SHEET
LIFE SCIENCE PAYLOADS
BUBFACILITY REQUIREICItTS
	 page 1 of 2
SUBFACILITY:	 TESTJC/IECtiOUT LAB.
REQUIREIeItT :SU6'JEC 	 ^4^7 coal el-vr /Tc.ti1s /YH/CN ^^ 3e NAT TEEN FA8/!/CATfOTO STF/wc+/',vT MATcR/AL Q'/TPD[ S TO 0. ffCUSS/N6 T,ESTS.
OPERATIONS: PERlGRAl QFfGASS%NG ACCEPTANCE TESTS AT EpU/PMENT
ITEM LEVE',C . CLASS /OOK CLEAN E1v)11 ';;/VNItNT REQU/REO.
DRIVIIIG PAYLOADS/DATA SOURCE: APPL 1C.143LE TO ALL PAY.WAOS, TO rQU/PMENT
/TE'M LEVEL , DArA SO4IR4 C IS PARAGaAPHS 710,3  T//R061611 7/018 OF
SL'P/2 /OQ , MA r rG , End/PM.-NT M&ST BE OPZ
-RATfO AT' 14Ax11VwafEXPECT£!4, USAGL•
 TEMF'ERATdRE GLR/NG 7-,-Sr-S, SEE JSC
.SAYT -OOZZ , NM5 6060, /A
PHYSICAL:
	
FLOOR SIZE 4 U^ Of* X AE,M /5{t'	 HEIOHT.3:/ham (/Offf
DOOR siZE LBh, Glt,1!'/^X 2.1m(7 feJ
 
H
MMIGEb.ENT OF ELEMENTS
EHVIROItt•> UTAL:
	
TEI•r'ERATUR-- /8'C 650r)TOZoCTBF-
HUMIDITY MOE -TO	 TO*. SO % RH
CIEANLIItESS /00	 x CLASS	 AIR CHAMGES TO /0 r f/R. (MI V1 14114
AIR COOLING/HEATING LOAD	 -	 / NOMINAL	 (INTERNAL ONLY)
UTILITIES:
POWER: 1. /20 VOLTS
	
AC	 (AC/DC) '4000 WATTS eo0 RZ
	 Q
p. ;Z08 VOLTS	 AC	 (AC/DC 6, 240 WATTS 60 RZ
3.1,?0248 VOLTS	 AG	 (AC/DC) 6, 2,40 WATTS 60	 HZ
/204?08 Y	 AG.	 6,240 w"IrS 400 K2 !^
DATA CA13LES 28 V	 OG	 1,400  W4,+S N/A
L/M/TED N&MEER OF CAB,-'ES REQU/REO 727 IwN/TOi4 E Pe,,,,'/MfNT
.STATi/S DZIR/NG TESTS, EX.°FR/ME/ 1!^ p,EPE^YD^NT',
COMPUI CATI OII
/ TE[El°h'ON£ EXTENSIONS
OTHER /VOTES f c:/1' WeR RE{^V/REMEiVTS
S/NG[E' PHASE
Q TNRF.E FWfJ S,^
FIGURE 3-3 OUTGASSING TEST AREA DATA SHEET
3-11
OUTGASSING TEST AREA DATA SHEET
LIFE SCIENCE PAYLOADS
SUDYACILITY REVIREMENTS
Page 2 of 2
FIXED SUPPORT EgUIPMMT:
HOIST CAPACITY NOVCED'Q	 HEIGHT
Rm(GE 	 x	 X
BENCHES - 1i0;	 WIDTH	 HEIGHT
LENGTH
CSE ITEtS N/A	 ' OrHfR SUPPORT' EQ:J/PMfN7"
1. 20 Oar6ASSING FZAS,0rS, W/TH L/D ,6'A6E'S, ANiJ M,81wa
2. z BE/L JARS ANV BEL< BAR 64SE CARTS/	 SYSreAl
3. 2 VACUUM 6A CE (/ rHERMaeol/PLE TYPE)
/ A&ME 1100D
SCAFFOLDS	 / CyWMAT46,14,'f/ ANO 4l'CESSal1,CS (OVAL CDG!/MN) .
MACHINE SHOP TOOIS 
STR/P CN^IP,T RECOR[7ER
40 ^At/,B,Q^rioN fLUrOS
2 VAC!/uM C/Yi4MeE,4S lO..b ^» (2 f/J CUBE /eSCS'/OEJ
Z YACUUANI P,t/tiirS. / 7 . e, ^/if. ^ , 9.G x^p^` i5//rr^'(/ c fir, @ .ZB, 5. fly) OR ;4tL^ w. Cf1PAC/TY
4 • ipm T re L^! MPS
• /O /N ARIC4 , 3IMPS
T80 M/SC, GLASSbY^lRE •9N0: FirritY6S
	 •
l:OVAJ3LE S14-FORT. EQUIPMENT:
GSE ITE1. 5 Al/,4
•1.	 -2.
3.'
SCAFFOLDS
VANS	 FORKLIFTS
FLAT BEDS
GENEFUL PURPOSE EQUIP:'= NT
Ex-,6R1Aj,-A 17' SPECIE/C fpuiPMEi3r I ,E&,rq 'O TO ,TVp
 dRr
OPERATiaN 0,-
	 ITEMS DaR//VG rES7S, (e,y: evzfNTCARTS, GAS • s41".,
 V, CONlROt . S/GNAL GENEi?ATORS, ETC, ^,ASSUME 7///S e0:1,-y1, 	 fjY•9^L/:^[E FRO,vJ ^iVrE-^'/^,9r^ON
FIGURE 3-3 OUTGASSING TEST AREA DATA SHEET-(continued)
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iFLAMMABILITY TEST AREA DATA SHEET
LIFF. SCIEUCE PAYLOADS
SUBFACILITY REQUIREMENTS 	
page 1 of 2
SU'csFACIGI:Y: f'LA I.lMAl3/t/TY TEST"-ExPFR/^v;C,vr rESrc yfc^vvr LA^s
MQUIREMIT: VC 1A>' ACCE"PrAFS/L 17Y OF FL /d N/' EXfE•i'/MENl M.ITE/E'/fJ^Sh'Y CAMPLF. TESTS,
OYERATIO:IS:	 .4eeePr4 N4Z TESTS,
DRIVING PAYLOADS/DATA SOURCE: 	 MAY 76, P-4414
G.S'Af'H 7,/0,3 FoR DATA, SEE AzSO Pi1RACFiA,AH 7XO• S OF .S.fME
POClIME,VT, ANIJ NII& 8060,/A .
PHYSICAL:	 FLOOR SIZE4.6,n /5ei X 46  (1560)	 HEIGHT .W4V /O-let)
DOOR SIzF./.8m G{f y,X 2,/n► (71l-Y1 W
AMWIGEI-• 'LIT OF ELEUT11TS
ENVIR0,11 .;ITAL: 	 TEMPERATURE	 --	 TO24t 767)± 3'C S Lf °F
HUDLIDITY M GE SO	 TO 50	 RH
CLElJlLI:IESS!/N:'ONrk;'G[EO K CLASS	 AIR CHANCES'/
AIR COOLINGAZATIfIG LOAD 	 L	 (INTERtIAL ONL7)
UTILITIES:
POWER'. 1. /20 VOLTS	 At	 (AC/DC) 6000 gATTS 60 HZ Q
2. .2^ VOLTS AG (AC/DC 62^ WATTS 60 HZ 0
3. VOLTS	 (AC/DC)	 WATTS ^	 H2
Q SlNGC E P^IASE
DATA CABLES
NONE
C01•2- UI I CATION
/ TELEPHONE ^'Xr,Ei^/S/ON
OTHER
FIGURE 3-4 FLAMMABILITY TEST AREA DATA SHEET
t 3-13	 .
	
'hy 	 Al__,.
iFLAMMABILITY TEST AREA DATA SHEET
LIFE SCIERCE PAYLOADS
BUHFACILI.TY REQUIREMENTS
Page 2 of 2
FIXED SUPPORT EQUIPIMiT:
HOIST CAPACITY RZ'OD	 HEIGHT
RANGE...^..-- X X
BENCHES - NO. I  METH 0.92 	 HEIGHT ^ 9y ,y* (wart)
LEN@TH ?.4^4 r^(d {t)
GSE IM-13 NIA / PRESSLRf JfE6U[Ar/ON SY.^'rEM1•
/ OPW4.4 AlrReAf rcR
2. 2 VACUUM 44S4. (/ T.yE	 'aCt'L!'LE TYpE J
3. / Ti5'AivSFOfT/^ER0 Ft/ME HoDO
SCAFFOLDS 2 7.2 L/TER ,BELL 3AA5
2 YU1141W P!/MPS, WIAW ASSDC";-40 O&IIES .4.vo
MACHINE SHOP TOOLS C0Nrj'44 S
Z 11VN pGLTA e S41P,04Y Z',T SAMPLE • 16'N17,101/
/ ' Yi1R/ABLE VOLTAGE •TR%NSFORMER
MOVABLE SUPPORT EQUIPlZNT:
OSE ITEI-13 N/A
2.
3..
SCAFFOLDS
YAWS	 FORKLIFTS
FLAT BEDS
GENERAL PURPOSE EQUIP.—ENT
J
r
FIGURE 3-4 FLAMMABILITY TEST AREA DATA SHEET (continued)
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involved in the activities of each area, and include an allowance for carts,
dollies, or transporters where required.
Electrical service requirements projected for each area are shown in the
group of columns near the center of Table 3-2. The requirements shown
indicate the maximum electrical load projected for each area by type of
power, as indicated in the notes. It is considered highly unlikely that
each component processing area will be -Operating near maximum power usage
simultaneously. Thus, the maximum power requirements of the Integration
Facility should be significantly less than the sum of the values shown.
An overview of special capabilities required by each area is indicated in
the right hand colum of Table 3-2.
A summary of the subfacility utility support requirements for other than
electrical power is indicated in Table 3-3. This information was also
taken from the data sheets of Reference 10, and includcs'requirements for
vacuum services, data-links, gases, and other test support utilities as
well as conventional facility utility services.
In addition to the accommodations outlined in Tables 3-2 and 3-3, normal
plant security, fire protection, food service and similar types of institu-
tional support services will also be required by the'Integration Facility.
1
hff
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aTABLE 3-3
SUBFACILITY UTILITY SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
(Excludes Electrical Power)
Utility Support Requirements
(Excludes Electrical Power)
Subfaci 1 i ty	 Tele-
phones
	 Other
1.0 Shipping and Receiving	 6	 o 1.9 cm (3/4 in) water hydrant
and 60 m (200 ft) hose.
2.0 Special Requirements/Items 	 2	 o Data.cables inside subfacility.
Holding Area
	 Cables also necessary to inter-
face with integration area.
o Variable intensity and cycle
for lighting.
o Acoustic noise control.
o Hot and cold water.
o Sewer
3.0 Equipr;cnt Storage 	 2	 o Data links to computerized
documentation data base.
4.0 Experiment Test and
Checkout Lab	 4	 o Data cables for 64 analog
and 16 digital data lines.
o Aviator's breathing air
(K-bottle supply)
o High purity dry nitrogen
(K-bottle supply)
o Shop air (wi •kh backup source)
o Cooling water
o Liquid nitrogen (dewar
acceptable)
o Gaseous helium (K-bottle
supply)
o Floor drain
5.0 Experiment Development
	
2	 o Shop air
Lab	 o Facility -hot water
o Facility cold water
o Sink connection to sewer
'.	 3-20
TABLE 3-3 (continued)
1	 SUBFACILITY UTILITY SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
(Excludes Electrical Power)
Utility Support Requirements
(Excludes Electrical	 Power)
Subfaci 1 i ty Tele-
phones Other
6.0	 Clean Room Integration 3 o Data lines to data lab
Area required (50 shielded coax,'
200 twisted shielded pairs-
dependent on final data
system design)
o Two intercom lines
o Shop air (with back up source)
o Sanitary sewer
o Facility chilled water
supply/return
. o Facility cold water (potable)
o Facility hot water (notable)
o Utility vacuum
o Distilled water
o Liquid nitrogen
	 (dc,ar
acceptable
o Gaseous oxygen (breathing)
(K-bottle source)
o Gaseous nitrogen
(K-bottle source)
o Gaseous hydrogen
(K-bottle source)
o Sample/calibration gasses -
lecture bottles
o Missile grade air
7.0	 Orbiter/Spacelab (phone o Data cables required (25 coax,
Mock-up patch 200 twisted shielded pairs -
capa- dependent on final data
bility) system design)
o 5 closed circuit TV lines
o 5 intercom circuits (phone
pat 6 capabili ty)
o Sanitary sewer
o Facility chilled water
supply/return
pFJQtNAL PAGE 0
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TABLE 3-3 (continued)
SUBFACILITY UTILITY SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
(Excludes Electrical Power)
Utility Support Requirements
(Excludes Electrical	 Power)
Subfaci 1 i ty	 Tele-
phones Oth6r
7.0	 Orbiter/Spacelab block-up 	 o Shop air (with back-up source)
(continued)	 o Facility cold water (potable)
o Facility hot water (potable)
o Utility Vacuum
o Distilled water
o Liquid nitrogen (dew ar accept-
able)
o Gaseous oxygen (breathing)
• (K-bottle source)
o Gaseous nitrogen
(K-bottle source)
o • Gaseous hydrogen
(K-bottle source)
o Sample/calibration gasses -
lecture bottle
•	 o Missile grade air
8.0 Data Lab	 4	 o Data lines - number dependent
on final data system design,
to MCC, integration area,
simulation area, science
monitoring area test control
area.
9.0 Test Control/Flight
	
4	 o Data lines to data lab - number
Support Areas	 and type dependent on final
system design.
o Phone patch capability from
consoles
10.0 Facility Maintenance Area
	 1	 o No additional utility support
requirements identified.
3-22
iTABLE 3-3 (concluded)
SUBFACILITY UTILITY SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
(Excludes Electrical Power)
Utility Support Requirements
(Excludes Electrical Power)
Subfaci lity Tele-
phones Other
11.0 General Purpose * *	 Existing scientifi(; lab
Scientific Labs capability to be used.
Items shown below are
needed in addition for
isotope -lab.
o	 Facility chilled water
supply/return
o	 Facility cold water
d	 Floor drain
12.0 Office and Meeting Room	 101 o	 Normal water, sewer, and
Space restroam facilities to
support office building
activities.
I
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3.3 INTEGRATED SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Integrated floor area requirements for each of the 12 subfacilities are
indicated in Table 3-4. The subfacilities are listed in the left hand
column of the table, and other columns denote the overall type of accom-
modations required. The numbers to the right of a subfacility indicate
the floor space of the various accommodation types needed by the sub- 	 -
facility.
The totals at the bottom of the table show that an overall area of slightly
over 2040 M2 (22,000 ft2 ) is required to support laboratory activities,
86 M2 (925 ft2 ) is required for specimen examinations and storage, and
420 M2 (4500 ft2 ) are required for outside dock and storage activities.
It is projected that the remaining Integration Facility activities will
require slightly over 2510 M 2 (27,000 ft2 ). Approximately 700 M2 (7,500 ft2)
of the 2510 M2 (27,000 ft2 ) are required for activities which must be conducted
in a clean 100K environment. The remaining Integration Facility area 1815 1.12
(19,500 ft2 ), the support lab areas, and the specimen areas should be provided
with an air conditioned environment.
The most productive LSP processing should result if most areas listed in
Table 3-4 are licated in or immediately adjacent to a single building. This
arrangement allows improved communications, reduces handling and transport
time:, and lowers the amount of time spent by Integration Facility personnel
in traveling between poocessing areas.
Should a single building of sufficient size to accommodate the total space
requirements' indicated in Table 3-4 [^ 5000 M 2 (54,000 ft2 ) including outside
areas] not be available, Integ •cation Facility activities may be apportioned
among several buildings. Apportionment into four separate areas as indicated
by the designations at the top of Table 3-4 should result in little impact
to processing efficiency. Should division of Integration Facility activities
be required, the payload processing flow and efficiency of the proposed
arrangement must be examined carefully.
•	 3-24
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TABLE 3-4 COMBINED SUBFACILITY SPACE REQUIREMENTS
AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3 AREA 4
Clean Room Area
Clean Room Clean Room
Non Clean Integration and Nock-jp Covered outside Support
Subfaeility Rona Area Checkout Area Area Dock Area Storaqo Area Specimen Area tabs Area
&I
 (ft2 ) n2 (ft2 ) tit (ft2) m2 (ft2) 02 (ft2 ) N2 (ft2 ) 02 (ft2)
1.0 Shirptng and Receiving 164 70 70
(1760) (756) -- (750) •• •• ••
2.0 Special Regmt's Holding Area •- -• -- -- -- e6 «
(925)
3.0 Equipment Storage 317
(3410)
-- •- -- 349
(3750)
•-
4.0 Experirent Test/Checkout 21(225) 58(625) •- -- -- « --
S.0 Experiaent Development tab 167 •- -- -- -• -_ --(1800)
6.0 Clean Room Integration Area -- 230 -- -- -- -•(247S)
7.0 Orbiter/Spacelab Mock-up -- -- 342 •- -- -- ••
(3680)
8.0 Data tab 66 -- -• - -- -- --
(600)
'.0 Test Control/Ftignc Support
Area 195 -- « « -• -- --
(2100)
10.0 Facility i4intenance Am& 142 -- -- -- -- « --
• (1525)
11.0 kPiral Purpose Scientific Labs -- -- -- -- -- -_ 2.
(21.500)
12.0 Office and Fleeting Room Space 753 -- -• -- -- -- S6
(8100) (600)
Total Support lab Area	 2,056
(22,100)
Total Special Regmt's Holding Area 	 86
(925)
Total Outside Storage/Dock	 419(4a50D)
Total integration Facility
NCR	 1815
1	 (19,520)
Total Clean Room Area 2 	 (7,536)	
Aa,
Total Area 1 interior Area	 2,515 	 QUA ^,v
	(27,056)
	
.r
NOTES:
1 NCR - Ron Clean 960M
2 Excludes specimen holding clean roam requirements
+a
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3.4 SUPPORT EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
A number of support equipment items needed to conduct, the payload processing
activities were identified during the Integration Facility survey. These
support equipment items may be classified generally into two categories:
a) equipment necessary to process or directly support the processing of
Spacelab flight hardware, and
b) other support equipment needed for activities of the Integration Facility.
Details of the required Spacelab GSE are discussed in Section 3.4.1, and
information on non-GSE.support equipment is presented in Section 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Spacelab GSE Items
In order to determine Spacelab GSE items needed at the Integration Facility,
a listing of currently identified GSE was obtained from the Spacelab GSE
Allocation and Requirements Plan (Reference 11), which is under level II
PRCB control. This GSE list is indicated in Table 3-5. The GSE part numbers
shown on the left in the table are those assigned by NASA/ESA, and are coded
to identify the type of GSE and the organization responsible for supplying
the item. Two GSE types are indicated by the numbers; mechanical GSE (MGSE)
and electrical GSE (EGSE). The following identification coding in used.
Identification No.	 Type GSE	 Source
611XXX
	
EGSE	 ESA
612XXX	 MGSE	 ESA
613XXX	 EGSE	 NASA
614XXX	 MGSE	 NASA
Subassembly components of the GSE items are,denoted by the indented entries
in Table 3-5.
The applicability of each major GSE item to premission experiment processing,
Level IV integration, Level III integration, and post mission experiment
processing is indicated in Table 3-6. Check marks in the columns to the
3-26'
TABLE 3-5 3PACELAB OPERATIOMAL GSE
(from Reference 11.)
611001 Automatic Test Equipment
-01 Computer and Peripherals
-02 Computer Sof fare Iviodulas
-03 Computer I/O Interfaces
-04 Measuring and Stimuli Equipment
-05 Recording Equipment
-06 Timing Equipment
-07 Teleinetry Front End
-08 Telecommand Equipment
-09 PCM Simulator
-10 Patch, Survey and Switchin g- Unit
-11 Operators Console
-12 Electrical `rest and Service Equipment
-13 'DC Ground Power Supply
611023 Recorder & Communication Control Unit Tester
611301 Orbiter Interface Adapter
611401 Experiment Segment/Pallet Simulator
611501 Experiment/Subsystem Simulator
611601 Cure. Segment Simulator
611910 Computer Tester
611911 I/O Unit Tester
611912 Mass Memory Test Equipment
611913 CRT Keyboard Unit Tester
611914 RAU Unit*Tester
611915 CDMS Coiitrol Panel Unit Tester
611916 Time Display Unit Tester
611918 CCTV Unit Tester (Camera and Monitor)
611919 Intercom Unit Tester
611920 Caution and Warning Unit Tester
611921 - High Rate Recorder Unit Tester
611922 Video Recorder Unit Tester
611930 EPDS Unit/Subsystem Test Equipment
611940 Sensor Test Stand
611941 Electrical Component Checkout Unit
611950 Signal Conditioner Checkout & Display Unit
61'L001 Module Handling Cage
612002 Transport Dolly
OF tpk pA^ day
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TABLE 3-5 SPACELAB OPERATIONAL GSE (Continued)
612006 Vertical Sling Xit
-01 Spreader Bea.:: Assembly (A)
-02 Single Sling; SM (A)
-03 Single Sling LG (A)
-04 Double Sling (A)
-05 Spreader Beam Assembly (B)
-06 Single Sling SM (B)
-07 Single Sling LG (B)
-08 Double Sling (B)
-09 hoist Band
-10 Single Extendable Sling
612007 End Cone Stand
612008 Feed Through Protective Covers Kit
-01 Forward End Cone Utilities Cover
-02 Aft End Cone Utilities Cover
-03 Pallet Utilities Cover
612009 Module Segment, Floor Covers
612010 Pallet Segment, Floor Covers
612011 Racks & Floor Installation & Removal Kit
-01 S I *port Frame
-02 Roller Rail Assembly
-03 Driving Mechanism
• 612012 Insulation Transport Kit
-01 Module Segments Container (Z)
-02 End Cone Segments Container (2)
-03 Ring Segments Container (1)
612013 Pallet Segment Support'
612014 Igloo Transport Kit
612015 Igloo Handling; Kit
-01 Core Integration Stand
-02 Assembly /Maintenance Stand
-03 Cross Beam
-04 Installation/Removal Tools'
-05 Coolant Hose Adapters
612016 Airlock Handling Kit
-01 Hoist Fixture
-02 Support Dolly'
-03 Installation and Maintenance Tools
-04 'Assembly and Maintenance Stand
612019 View Ports Handling Kit
6. 01 Hoisting Fixture
-02 Installation Guide
-03 Removal Tool
3-28
{	 TABLE 3-5	 SPACELAB 011CRATIONAL GSE (Continued)
612021 IlorizunLal Access Ki!: (Internal)
-01 Ladder-Rails
-0?. 'Trolley-Equipment Transfer
-03 Flat Panels
-04 Ventilation and Utilles Duct
-05 Jib Booze
-06 Access Stand, Module Interior
-07 Trolley Winch
-08 Entrance Stairs (Jnternal)
612022 Vertical Access Kit
-01 Ladder-Rails
-02 Trolley Equipment Lowering
-03 Access Platform - Sectioned
-04 Utilities Ducting
'-05 Jib Boc,n
-O6 Emergency Breathing Kit
-07 Dolly Winch
-08 Portable Stowage Container
-09 Vertical Access Ladder
612026 Utility Brid;-e Support (Aft)
612028 Utility Bridge Assembly Stand (Aft)
-01 Dolly Platform
-02 Pallet Interface Plate Stand
-03 End Cone Interface Support
-04 Special Cables and Hoist Fittings
612030 Utility Bridge Transport Kit (Aft)
-01 Container Platform
-02 Container Lid
-03 . Container Cover
612031 Utility Support Mating Tool (Forward)
612032 Vertical Removal Kit (KSC Manipulator Interface)
612035 Position Jig - Bulkhead Tunnel Interface
••Ol Reference Plate
-02 Precision Stand
612038 Module Flange Mate/Dornate Kit
• -01 Matins; Bolts (8).
-02 Demating Tools (S)
TABLE 3-5 SPACELAB OPERATIONAL GSE (Continued)
i
612039 Pallet Mate/Demate Kit
-01 Turnbuckle Tension Rod with Strain Gage
-02 Attachment Force '.fool
612040 Optical Alignment Kit
-01 Theodolite with Auto-Collimation Eyepiece
-02 Variable Height Vertical Support
-03 Theodolite Leveling Pad
-04 Theodolite Target and Mirrors
612041 Insulation Handling Kit
-01 Support Frame
-02 Alignment Guide and Tools
-03 Storage Containers
612042 Scal Installation Kit
-01 Taper Pin Fittings
-02 Sleeve Fittings
612043 Aft Flight Deck Equipment Handling Kit
-01 Equipment Manipulator
-02 Component Attachment Adapters
612044 Aft Flight Deck Equipment Transport Kit
-01 Equipment hack
-02 Dolly Platform
-03 Environmental Cover
612045 Subfloor Installation/Removal Kit
-01 Subfloor Support
-02 Subfloor Foisting Structure
612046 Module Shell, Internal recess
-01 Floor Segments (4)
-02 Access Stand
-03 Two Platforms - Rails Transfer Track
612047 Rack and Floor Shipping Cover
612048 Racks and Floor Transport Platform
612049 Rank and Floor Support Braces Kit
-01 Truss Structure
-02 Support Frame
612050 Double Rack handling and Transport Kit
-01 Rack Handling Fixture
-02 Transport Container
612052 Acceleration Limit Indicator
612053 End Cone Shipping Cover
612054 End Cone Transport Platform
612056 Handling Ring Kit
-01 Module Segment Ring
-02 End Cone Major Diameter Ring
-03 End Cone Minor Diameter Ring,,
612057 Module End Cone Shipping Cover
612058 Module End Cone Transport Platform.
612059 Pallet Cover
612060 Pallet Platform
612065 Single Rack I•Iandl.ing and Transport Kit
3-30
TABLE 3-5 SPACELAB OPERATIONAL GSE (Continued)
f
Desiccant Canister, Large
Desiccant Canister, Medium
Desiccant Canister, Small
Active Desiccant Carl
Insf,allcd Airlock Leak Check Kit
Leak Test Dome
Vacuum Pump
Helium I..eak Detector
Spacelab Local Leak Check Kit (Feed Through)
Gas Component Test Stand
Gas Servicing Unit
Condensate Water Servicing Unit
Portable Leak Detection Unit
Hand Operated Vacuum Pump Assembly
Electronic Chasis
Probe
Rechargeable Battery
Headphone Jacks
-Water Servicer
Freon Servicer
Freon Leak Detector
Optical Properties Measuremert'Unit
Portable Leak Tester
Installation Tool Kit (Gask-O-Seal)
Aft Airlock Transport Kit
Lower Container
Lid
Support Ring
Isolation Mounts
Filter Screen
3 Axis Monitoring Equipment
Relative Humidity Indicator
Top Airlock Transport Kit
Lower Container
Lid
Support Ring
Isolation Mounts
Filter Screen
3 Axis G Monitoring Equipment
Relative Humidity Indicator
C-5A Tiedown Kit (U.S. )
Road Tiedown Kit. (U.S.)
Transport Kit - Integrated Spacelab
ONGINAL PAU vr-
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612067
617.008
612069
612071
612075
-01
-02
-03
612076
612077
612078
612079
612080
-01
-02
-03
-04
-05
612083
612084
612086
612087
612091
612092
612101
-01
-02
-03
-04
-05
-06
-07
612102
-01
-02
-03
-04
-05
-06
-07
612105
612106
612107
TABLE 3-5	 SPACELAB OPERATIONAL GSE (Continued)
612108 Stabilizer Link - Integrated Spacelab
612109 Trunnion Bearing Rotainer
612110 Ilorigolital Sling Kit - Spacelab l lclnents
612111 Handling Adapter Kit, lend Cone
61?.112 Connection Support, Racks and Floors to Pallet
612113 Trunnion 11-md1ing Fittings
612X01 View Port Transport Kit
-01 Containers
-0z Contiiner Lids
-03 Support Rings
-04 Isolators
612XXX Cleaning I{it
612XXX IPS Handling Iiit
612XXX IPS Service Hit
612XXX IPS Test and Checkout Kit
61ZXXX IPS Transportation Kit
61 2XXX lkefr ig eraLioll Unit
613016 X-Ray i,Illit
613038 Continuity Teter
613039 Grounding;/Bonding 'fester
613041 EMI Test Equipment
614001 Fxtornal .Access Ki., 	 Transportc r Installation
619002 llorilontal Sling, Kit
614003 U ti li ty Support (I: o l•ward)
61 4004 Forward Utility Handling Kit
61 4005 Forward Utility Shipp ing Conta iner
614006 Positioning; Aids - Sub:ystern
614007 Support and Handling; Kit, Tunnel
-01 Interior Access Asselrlbly
-02 Segments Ilandling Sling; Kit
- 03 Segi-nents Handling; Pallet
'04 Handling; Slung;
—05 Flex Seg;Ixxents Ilandling 1)^:^rice
-06 Handling; ]dolly
-07 Segrncilts Shipping and Sto rage Containers
-08 Shippin g; Container
-0 1) Protective Cover Kit
-10 Protective End Rings
'	 -11 Support Struts Sb ipping; COIxtaine r
-12 Flex Segment,,. Shipping Container
-13 Pneumatic Regulation Panel
-14 Leak Detection Kit
-15 Weight and Balance Kit
3-32
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TABLE 3-5 SPACELAB OPERATIONAL GSE (Continued)
k
-16 Electrical Test Set
-17 Segment End Plates
-18 Interior Lighting Kit
Tunnel Supports
-?,O Bellows Step pvrt
-21 Tunnel Support Slings
-22 Tunnel Assembly Workstand
-23 bellows Retractor
-24 Tunnel Access Platforms
-25 Tunnel /Spacelab Mating Tool
-26 Tunnel Vertical Removal Kit
-27 Tunnel Horizontal Internal Access Kit
-28 Tunnel Vertical biternal Access Kit
614008 Ac c el e ration Monitor Recorder, Continuous
614009 C-5A Lifting Trailer Modification Kit
614010 Transporter - Spacelab, Road
614011 C-5A Lifting '.frailer
614012 Transporter - Spacelab Sogments, Road
614013 Cargo Lift Trailer
614014 Adapter Kit, Cargo Lift Trailer
614015 Integration and Checkout Stand
-01 Clearanct- Gage
-02 • Traveling Bridge
-03 Platforms
-04 Ladders
-05 Stairs
-06 Utilities Support
614016 Pallet Staging/Refurbishment Stand
6 1 1017 End Cone Staging/Refurbishment Stand
614018 Rack Stagr ing/l:efurbishment St rand
614019 Utilities / Igloo Stlf; illg /l^Cfllrb iS hTT] ent Stand
614021 Forward Utilities Refurbishment Stand
614OZZ Desiccant Drying Oven
614023 Weight and Balance Kit
-01 Sjing Set
-02 Lead Cell Set
-Q3 Flexural }divot Set
-04 Adapters Set
-05 Display Scat
-06 Precision Platform Set
614024 Airlock Checkout Adapter
614025 Ground Air Conditioning Unit
614026 Cabin Gas Analysis Unit
614027 External Access lift. Orbiter Installation
i.	
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right of a GSE item represent requirements for use of that item from
Reference 11. It should be noted that there is ri presently identified
plan by NASA to procure items from this list for support of Level IV
integration or for use of the items at locations other than msrc and KSC.
A circle in a column to the right of a GSE item represents an assessment
made in the course of this survey that the item is needed to support
Integration Facility activities.
A brief description of the projected usage of each item circled in Table 3-6
is given in Table 3-7. The descriptions were prepared with the aid of the
GSE descriptions contained in Reference 12.
Table 3-7 also indicates the number of each item projected for use in the
Integration Facility, and a cost estimate for.each item. The source of the
cost estimate is indicated in parenthesis to the right of the cost figure.
The letter R indicates that the cost estimate is from Reference 12, and the
letter E that the cost estivate has been made by personnel conduct;ng this
survey. All cost estimates should be considered non-firm, rough order of
magnitude (ROM) engineering estimates. The estimates do not include develop-
ment costs, but assume all development costs will be borne by the initial
procureti,ent for GSE to be used at MSFC and KSC. Costs may be expected to
vary significantly dependent can the final GSE item designs. The projected
cost for the total number of units estimated for the Integration Facility
is slightly over $0.77 million. This estimate assumes that two presently
available items, the C-5A Lifting Trailer (614011) and the Cargo Lift Trailer
(611013), are provided at no cost to the LSP program. In some cases the GSE
items shown in Table 3-7 may be capable of providing more functions than those
required by Integration Facility activities. In these cases it may prove
	 F
cost effective-to design and fabricate a substitute GSE item for use in the
Integration Facility. The decisions as to which, if any, items this approach
is applicable rust be deferred until more design details are available for
the baseline GSE items.
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In addition to the NASA/ESA GSE items listed in Table 3-7, an additional
set of GSE items were identified by this survey. The additional items
are presented in Table 3-8, and include equipment capable of providing
LSP flight hardware related processing functions either more effectively
than NASA/ESA items t;r in addition to those provided by NASA/ESA items.
(Additional support equipment less directly involved with Spacelab flight
hardware is discussed in Section 3.4.2.)
The two characters preceeding the identification numbers assigned to the
additional GSE items in Table 3-8 are XX to differentiate items from those
on the NASA/ESA list. The third character is coded in the same fashion
as that previously indicated; i.e., 3 denotes an item of electrical GSE
for which NASA should be responsible, and 4 a mechanical GSE item of NASA
responsibility. No 1 or 2 third digit characters were assigned. The re-
maining three characters were assigned in an arbitrary fashion. A column
describing the projected usage of each item is included in Tab.le 3-8,
along with a colu,;.n for the number of units required and cost information.
The numbers in brackets below the cost figures indicate ,,stimated develop-
ment costs in man-hours. As in Table 3-7, all costs should W considered
as preliminary, non-firm, rough order-of-magnitude (ROM) engineering
estimates. All estimates indicated were made by Integration Facility
survey personnel based on past engineering experience.
Total cost for the .required numbers of items indicated in Table 3-8 is
estimated at $0.94 million with 17,000 man-hours required for development;
plus development and unit costs of the operational era Orbiter and Space-
lab mock-ups and the Integration Facility computer aided test monitoring
equipment. Costs for these items are dependent on preliminary design
analyses which were considered outside the scope of this survey. As a
reference cost comparison point, the Spacelab Automatic Test Equipment,
which will have capability considerably in-excess of that required for
Integration Facility computer aided test monitoring equipment, is es-
timated to require $230,000 for development and to have a unit cost of
$949,000.
w
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iThe total unit costs for all items shown in Tables 3-7 and 3-8 (with the
exception of the 2 cargo lift trailers, the Orbiter/Spacelab mockups, and
the computerized test monitoring equipment) is approximately $1.71 million.
3.4.2 Other Support Equipment
Non-GSE items needed to support Integration Facility tasks are listed in
Table 3-9. The items shown in the table are taken from the data sheets
included in Section A of Reference 10, and are arranged in the table by
subfacility. A preliminary, rough order-of-magnitude (ROM) non-firm
estimate of the cost of most items is provided to the right of the item.
The following assumptions were made in preparing the equipment cos` es-
timates:
a) automotive, mobile crane and forklift equipment is provides; from
existing motor pool items..
b) some equipment will be shared by two or more areas as ,noted in
the table.
c) computational equipment used in the data lab is assumed to be
leased as are acoustic couplers.
d) no costs are necessary for the use of existing scientific labora-
tory capability.
e) design development, set-up and interface connection and verifi-
cation costs are not included.
The total cost of equipment whose cost is indicated in Table 3-9 is approxi-
mately $331,000. Slightly over $100,000 of this amount is accounted for by
office furniture, storage cabinets, workbenches, and similar equipment which
may be available from within NASA. Costs for several items which are
not well defined at this time are not included -in the above cost figures.
These items include:
a) waste/dead animal disposal, data monitoring, and habitat units for
specimen holding.
b) subsystem equipment to replace the Orbiter and Spacelab flight systems
in the mockup area.
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TABLE 3-9 INTEGRATION FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST
Ref.
No. Item
Qty
Req'd
Unit
Cost, $
Total
Cost, $ Remarks
1.0 SHIPPING AND RECEIVING
1.1 Dock
flat bed carts 4 200 800
hand tools for crate disassembly	 1 set 100 1'00
hand trucks 2 75 150
4.5 x 103 Kg (5 ton) capacity	 2 --- --- motor pool*
forklifts 1 --- --- equipment used
18 x 103 Kg (20 ton) portable crane on "as required"
basis
1.2 Non Clean Room Receivin
18 x 103 Kg (20 ton),monorail
.crane work benches
desks with chairs
stools
0.9 x 10 3 Kg (one ton) automotive
van
misc. hand tools
hand truck
flat bed carts
1.3 Packing Area - Clean Room
laminar flow work bench
tape dispensers
storage bins for materials
vacuum bagging equipment
work bench
heat sealing equipment
1.4 Clean Room Receivina
hand tools for crate/package
opening
magnifying glasses, jeweler's
loupes
precision measuring equipment
'220500	 22,500	 plus iristal-
3 150 450 lation
2 275 550
3 50 150
1 --- --- motor pool
equipment
dedicated to
facility
1 set 100 100
2 75 150
•2 200 400
1 39000 39000
1 50 50
1 2,50 250
1 15000 1,000
1 150 150
1 300 300
1 set	 100	 100
3	 50	 150
1 set	 3 0 000	 3,000
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TABLE 3-9 INTEGRATION FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST (Continued)
Ref. Qty Unit Total
No. Item Req'd Cost, $ Cost, $ Remarks
1.4 Clean Roorn Receiving (continued)
0-500 gram scale 1 250 250
0-45 Kg (1-100 lb) scale 1 300 300
0-227 Kg (0-500 lb) scale 1 300 300
workbench 1 150 150
stool 1 50 5o
1.5 Packing Area - Non Clean Room
hand tools 1 set 100 100
crating material storage bin 1 250 250
tape dispensers 2 50 100
roll paper/packing material
holders 1 100 100
band strapping equipment 1 150 150
1.6 Equipment Cleaning Area
portable scaffold/workstand 1 500 500
4,6 m (15 ft) stepladder 1 75 75
storage cabinets for cleaning
supplies 2 175 350
vacuum cleaner and accessories 1 300 300
2.0 SPECIAL REQMTS/ITEMS HOLDING AREA
2.1 Specimen -Inspection, Examination and
Test
examination table 1 300 300
examination equipment 1 set 500 500 expt. dependent
laboratory carts, 3 125 375
specimen transport container 3 100 300 various types
transducer test equipment 1 set 2 9 000 2 5 000 expt. dependent
waste and dead animal disposal
equipment 1. TBD TBD use of existing
incinerator may
be possible
4	 .
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TABLE 3 -9 INTEGRATION FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST (Continued)
L.
Ref. Qty Unit Total
No. Item Req'd Cost, $ Cost, $ Remarks
2.2 Closely . Controlled Specimen Storage
incubator 2 500 1,000 Equipment
aquaria 2 1,000 2 ,000 requirements
plant holding facility 2 700 1,400 are highly
vertebrate holding cages 6 TBD TBD experiment
refrigerator 1 600 600 dooendent.
freezer 1 600 600 PI provided
workbench 1 150 150 equipment
used as
possible.
Special environ-
ments'likely to
be required.
2.3 Normal Environment Specimen Storage
work benches 2 150 300
electrical equipment racks 2 200 400
data monitoring equipment 1 set TBD TBD ( type TOD)
specimen transport carts 2 500 19000
plant holding facility 2 500 1,000
aquaria ' 2 700 11400
incubators 2 300 600
refrigerators . 1 600 600
special waste disposal equipment 1 set TBO TBD
laboratory holding units for
medium and small vertebrates 1 set TBD TBD experiment
dependent
3.0 EQUIPMENT STORAGE
3.1 Normal Room Temperature Storage
metal shelf storage units 26 175 4,550 (0.6 x 2.4 x 2.4 .n)
desk 2 200 400
chair ( desk) 2 75 150
5-drawer file cabinets 12 150 .10800
CRT terminal w/keyboard 1 21500 29500
3.2 Non -Controlled Storage (Outdoors)
9x 103
 Kg (10 ton) mobile crane 1 --- --- motor pool
4.5 x 103
 Kg (5 ton) forklift equipment used
on "as required"
basis
,.	 •^ ^R PAGE*
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TABLE 3-9 INTEGRATION FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST (Continued)
Ref.	 Qty	 Unit	 Total
No.	 Item	 Req'd Cost, $ Cost, $ Remarks
4.0 EXPERIMENT TEST/CHECKOUT. LAB
4.1
	 Performance Test Area
0.9 x 103 Kg (one ton) overhead hoist 1 29000 .29000
work benches 3 150 450
flat bed carts 2 200 400
4.2	 Offgassinq Test Area
outgassing flasks, wi/accessories 10 100 19000
bell jars 2 125 250
bell jar base carts 2 300 500
pressure regulation system 1 400 400
vacuum measurement equipment 2 150 300
fume hood 1 19000 19000
gas chromatograph (dual column) 1 --- ---.
strip chart recorder ---
calibration gas bottles 12 25 300
vacuum chambers -0 .
	m cube min.
S
2 29000 49000
vacuum pumps -1.7 m/hr @ 9.6xl04 n/m2 2 200 400
quartz lamps 4 150 600
infrared lamps 6 15 90
glassware and fittings 1 set 300 300
experiment specific support
equipment A/R --- ---
work bench 1 150 150
-.3	 Flammability Test Area
ignition source transformer 1 200 200
pressure regulation system 1 400 400
optical pyrometer 1 200 200
vacuum gage 2 50 100
fume hood 1 19000 1,000
72 liter bell jars 2 125 250
bell jar base carts 2• 300 600
vacuum pumps w/controls 2 200 400
high voltage supply .2 100 200
workbench 1 150 150
assume use of
existing equipment
(2x2x2 ft min)
(lcmf @ 28.5 in. Hg)
integration area
equipment used
as needed
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TABLE 3-9 INTEGRATION FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST (Continued)
t.
Rc	 Qty	 Un i t
	
Total
No.	 Item	 Req'd Cost, $ Cost, $ Remarks
5.0 EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT LAB
5.1 General Mechanical Shop Area
lathe - 15.2 cm (6 in.) 1 49000 49000
mill - vertical 1 49000. 49000
hel i arc 1 10000 19000
brake, b.3 x 122 cm capacity 1 700 700	 (1/8 in.	 x 48 in.	 cap.
shear, 0.3 x 122 cm capacity 1 19000 1,000	 (1/8 in.	 x 48 in.	 cap.,
drill press 2 300 600
band saw, multipurpose 1 19000 10000
grinders 2 150 300
sander 1 250 250
vise 2 100 200
storage cabinet 3 175 525
parts bins 2 200 400
work benches 3 150 450
stools 5 75 375
5.2 General Electrical Shop Area
workbench 3 150 450
multimeters 6 100 600
lab oscilloscope 1 450 450
dual trace memory scope 1 700 700
signal generator 1 300 300
frequency meter 2 500 19000
data signal amplifiers 4 200 800
lab thermocouple readouts 3 250 750
event counters/timers 2 350 700
four channel chart recorders 2 400 800
low voltage power supplies 2 200 400
high voltage power supplies 2 200 400
stools	 • 3 50 150
standard electrical hand tools 1 set 950 250
storage cabinets 3 175 525
5.3	 Tube Fabrication Area
tube bender 1 800 800
tube flare 1 19000 19000
tube storage rack 1 200 200
parts bins 1 250 250
tube master storage rack 1 200 200
standard mechanics hand tools 1 set 250 250
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TABLE 3-9 INTEGRATION FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST (Continued)
Ref.	 Oty	 Unit
	 Total
No.
	
Item	 Req'd Cost, $ Cost, $ Remarks
6.0 CLEAN ROOM INTEGRATIONi SUBFACILITY
6.1 Clean Room Integration
H
Area
air compressor, 26r) •,^/hr @ 6.9x10 y n/mz1 1,000 1,000 (15cfm 100 psi B/U)
workbench 6 150 900
flat bed carts 2 200 400
8-bay gas bottle racks 3 200 600
emergency lighting units 6 50 300
4.5 x 10 3
 Kg (5 ton) electric forklift l --- --- motor pool equipment
hazardous material disposal
system 1 19500 1,500 (e.q.	 chromate
tank 1,
freon coolant cart w/accessories 1 29500 29500
refrigerator 1 600 600
freezer 1 600 000
mechanical and electrical hand
tools 1 set 1,000 1,000
9 x 103 Kg (10 ton) monoraii crane 1 --- --- use crane presently
located in bldg.	 36,
roam 1010
6.2
	
tlirin q Harness Fabrication Area
work bench 2 150 300
wire 'spool storage racks '2 100 200
equipment storage cabinet 2 175 350
stool 4 50 200
6.3 Clean Room Test Area
no additional equipment
required - share use of
clean room integration area
equipment (6.1 above)
6.4 Clean Room Work Area
no additional equipment required -
share use of clean room integra-
tion area equipment (6.1 above)
Co. 9V
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TSBLE 3-9 INTEGRATION FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST (Continued)
t
Ref.	 Oty	 Unit	 Total
No.	 Item	 Req'd Cost, $ Cost, $ Remarks
7.0 ORBITLR SPACELAB MOCK-UP
7.1	 Mock-up Area
monorail hoist -1.8x10 3 Kg (2.0 ton)
scaffolds-0.6x6.lxl.5 H m
emergency li ghting units
radiation monitoring equipment
fire protection clothing
CO2 fire fighting supply
LNZ cold traps
L11 storage system
(equipment listed in the
integration area, 6.1, is
also used in the Mock-up
Area. See also GSE items listed
in Tables 3-7 and 3-8)
simulated Orbiter/Spacelab
subsystems
1 6,nOO -6,000	 plus installation
2 300 600	 (2x2Ox511 ft)
4 50 200
1 set 5,000 51000
2 10000 21000
1 29000 2,000
2 2500 51000
1 --- ---	 existing
1 set	 TBD ' TSD	 dependent on design
8.0 DATA LAB
	
8.1	 Data Piana4ement Area
terminal controller/keyboard
acoustic coupler
CRT display units
line printer
computer
card reader
card punch
desk
chair
tables
bookcase
five drawer file cabinet
9.0 TEST CONTROL/FLIGHT SUPPORT AREA
	
• 9.1
	
Test Control Area
3	 1,500 4,500
2 --- assumed leased
3	 16000 19000
1	 --- --- assume computer
1	 --- --- and associated
1	 --- --- equipment is
1	 --- --- leased
3	 200 600
3	 75 225
2	 100 200
2	 50 100
2	 150 300
audio switch gear 1 300 300
video switch gear 1 500 500
audio recorders 2 700 •19400
video tape recorders 2 69000 129000
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TABLE 3-9 INTEGRATION FACI-IT; EQUIP14ENT LIST (Continued)
	 ,#
Ref.	 Qty	 Unit	 Total
No.	 Item	 Req'd Cbst, S Cost, S Remarks
9.1	 Test Control Area (continued)
video monitors 4 500 1,000
CRT display 1 19000 19000
keyboard, terminal controller 1 19500 19500
communications headsets 6 75 450-
audio amplifiers 3 100 300
public address speakers 2 50 100
2-bay control consoles 4 500 29000
chairs 4 75 300
five drawer file cabinets 2 150 300
four shelf bookcases 2 50 100
9.2 Science Mnnitorina Area
strip chart recorders 9 49000 369000
CRT displays 9 19000 9,000
keyboard, terminal controller 9 19500 139500
acoustic couplers 6 --- ---
line printer ( shared by 3 areas) 1 --- ---
video monitor 6 500 30000
communication headsets 9 75 675
2-bay desk-t pe consoles 15 500 79500
chairs (desk 15 -	 75 10125
tables 3 100 300
chairs (for tables) 12 50 600
bookcases 6 50 300
five drawer file cabinets 6 150 900
10.0 FACILITY MAINTENANCE AREA
10.1 Facility Equipment Storage Area
steel shelf storage units
	
4	 175	 700
10.2 General Purpose `"acility Modification Area
machinist's vise 1 100 100
pipe vise 1 50 50
steel storage bin unit 1 250 250
steel storage cabinet 1 175 175
hand tools 1 set	 150 150
work bench 2 150 300
flat bed cart 1 200 200
)FUMNAL PAS i
IF Pnoo
 r4,jat)nt+^!
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assume leased
assume leased
TABLE 3-9 INTEGRATION FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST (Continued)
Ref. Qty Unit Total
No. Item Req'd Cost, S Cost, $ Remarks
11.0 GENERAL.PURPOSE SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES
0.1 General Puvpose Labs
use of existing laboratory -- --- --- assume use of
equipment is assumed  for existing
activities in the.following capability
areas:
environmental physiology
cardiovascular
neuroscience
cardiopulmonary
bioinstrumentation
microprocessing
food and nutrition
toxicology
biochemistry
microbiology
data archival library
photographics.
,11.2 Isotope Maiia2ement Lab
plastic lined deionized water •1 1,000 1,000 for heat source
storage tank (chilled) storage
padding for floor 1 200 200
transport cart 1 300 300
handling tools 1 set 250 250
air monitor system 1 49000 4,000
alpha survey meter 1
gamma survey meter 1 2,600 29000
neutron survey meter 1
personnel dosimeters 25 250 6,250
log books 1 10 10
securable storage cabinets •2 250 250
personnel protective and 2 200 400
incident control equipment
(see data sheet)
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TABLE 3-9 INTEGRATION FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST (Concluded)
t
Ref. Qty Unit Total
No. Item Req'd Cost, $ Cost, $	 Remarks
12.0 OFFICE AND MEETING ROOM SPACE
12.1 Conference Rooms
tables 1.2x6.1 m (4 x 20 ft) 2 300 600
chairs (straight back) 60 50 39000
16 mm sound projectors 2 300 600
vu-graph projectors 2 125 250
projection screens 2 75 150
chalk boards 2 40 80
12.2 Office Areas
desks 150 200 300000
tables 20 100 2,000
chairs (desk type) 150 75 119250
chairs (straight back) 100 50 5,000
file cabinets 125 150 18,750
chalk boards 75 40 3,000
cork boards 40 25 11,000
coat racks 25 25 625
bookcases 75 50 39750
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Section 4
DESCRIPTION OF AVAILABLE JSC LIFE SCIENCE FACILITIES
The Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) will be a primary location for
Shuttle/Spacelab Life Sciences payload integration and simulation activities
within NASA. The JSC resources required to support Shuttle era Life Sciences
Payload (LSP) activities will be composed of existing capabilities supple-
mented as necessary by additional resources. The following paragraphs have
been prepared as the result of a facility survey conducted in June 1976 and_
provide a brief description of existing facilities and equipment. The cape-
bilities described provide a nucleus about which final JSC LSP processing
accommodations may most economically be implemented. A description of the
recommended Shuttle era LSP processing facility configuration is provided
in Section 5.0.
The current JSC Life Sciences Directorate facility resources may be divided
into three major categories: bioengineering, biomedical research and health
services. The bioengineering operation;:. are located in Building 36 which
will also serve as the primary Life Science Payload (LSP) Integration
Facility. Biomedical research and certain health services functions are
being consolidated into Building 37 from several other JSC facilities. Addi-
tional health services accommodations are available from the JSC Dispensary
and Dental clinic housed in Building 8. A layout of the NASA JSC site
depicting facility locations and nomenclature is provided in Figure 4-1.
4.1 FACILITY SURVEY RESULTS
4.1.1 Building 36 -- Bioengineering and Test Support Facility
The Bioengineering and Test Support Facility, Building 36, consists of two
wings. The north wing, a single story unit of approximately 957 m 2 (10,300 ft2),
currently provides the primary office area for NASA - JSC Bioengineering
Systems Division personnel. A plan view of the north wing office area is
shown in Figure 4-2 for reader familiarization/orientation.
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FIGURE 4-2: NORTH WING FLOOR PLAN -- OFFICE AREA BUILDING 36
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3The general characteristics of the north wing office area are listed in
Table 4-1.
TABLE 4-1
BUILDING 36 OFFICE AREA GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
PARAMETER
Number of Offices
Office Floor Space
Office Size (Range)
Office Size (Average)
No. Personnel Currently Accommodated
No. Conference Rooms
Conference Room Size
Standard Accommodations
36
539 m2 (5800 ft 2)
8.7 - 33.9 m2
(93 - 365 ft2)
14.9 m2 (160 ft 2)
55
1
23.7 m2 (255 ft 2)
Office furniture
Elect. Receptacles
Telephones
Lighting
A compilation of facility physical characteristics and existing utilities
on a room-by-room basis (north wing) is provided in Section B, Table B.1,
of Reference 10. The information is formatted in chart form and includes
floor area, volume, door dimensions and all utility services currently
available.
The south wing of Building 36 consists of a three story [M13.7 m (45 ft high)]
structural steel/metal building with laboratory, general purpose shops or
office floor plan layouts on a portion of each level. The entire south
wing is air-conditioned, equipped with large exterior overhead doors and
provides interior utility trenches. A central vacuum system and both
single and three phase electrical power are provided. High bay areas
extend the full height of the structure; clean room facilities extend to
the 9.1 m (30 ft) level. A traveling hoist is located in the high bay
area. Figure 4-3 depicts a current floor plan of the first floor
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with the non-cross-hatched areas presently available for LSP
Building 36 operations.
An overview of the general characteristics of the south wing areas
are listed in Table 4-2.
TABLE 4-2
BUILDING 36 SOUTH NI ING AREA CHARACTERISITCS
2070 m2 (22,300 ft 2)
1860 m2 (20,000 ft 2)
1080 m2
 (11.,600 ft 2)
810 m2
 (8,700 ft2)
1020 m2 (11,000 ft 2)
490 m2 (5,300 ft2)
640 m2 (6;900 ft2)
430 m2 (4,600 ft 2)
230 m2 (2 1 500 ft2)
450 m2
 (4,800 ft 2 )
330 m2 (3,600 ft 2)
1040 m2
 (11,200 ft2)
3160 m2 (34,000 ft 2)
9080 kg (10 ton)
6.5 m x 9.1 m (21' 4" x 30')
4.6 m x 6.1 m (15' x?.0')
First Floor Area
Usable Floor Space (First Floor)
Second Floor Area
Usable Floor Space (Second Floor)
Third Floor Area
Usable Floor Space (TV rd Floor)
Office Floor Space
Clean Room Floor Area
Shop Areas
Fabrication/Checkout Areas
High Bay Area
Usable Area Dedicated to Life
Sciences
Total Usable Room Area
Hoist Capacity
Exterior Door Size (w x h)
4.1.1.1 Spacelab Mission Development Area -- First Floor
A. Area Presently Assigned to Life Sciences (Mid-1976)
The ground level SMD support area encompasses the rooms J'or
which the designation LS appears beneath the.room number in
Table 4-3. A physical characteristics summarization is pro-
vided for each room to establish a baseline level of
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.	 a
k	 simulation support capability. Dimensions of each area,
major utilities and support equipment, including mockups/
hardware used in previous simulations, are defined, It
should be noted that many of the hardware items and mockups
are portable and/or transportable and may be moved between
rooms and facilities. Table 4.3 provides only an overview
of the characteristics and capabilities of rooms presently
assigned to the JSC Life Sciences Directorate. However, the
results of a detailed facility floor area and utilities
survey is provided in Section C, Table C,1 of Reference 10.
A survey of major systems and equipment on the first floor
available for LSP simulation support was also conducted.
The results of the survey are contained in Section C,
Table C.2 of Reference 10, The table contains data
relative to equipment nomenclature, manufacturer,
model and NASA identification numbers, dimensions
and general descriptive information. Usable Life
Sciences assigned first floor area contains
approximately 622 m 2 (6,700 ft2).
B. Other First Floor Areas
Areas on the first level of Building'36 not assigned to the
Life Sciences Directorate consist of a class 100 clean room,
a machine shop facility, and several rooms'currently, being
used primarily for equipment stowage and temporary office
space. These areas are shown crosshatched in Figure 4-3.
A summary of the clean room accommodations are indicated
in Table 4-3 (rooms 10106 through 1014). The areas not
assigned to Life Sciences consist of'll rooms with approxi-
mately 1236 m2 (13,300 ft2 ). Rooms 1003A and 1005A contain
4.6 m (15 ft) wide by 6.1 m (20 ft) high exterior doors with
a ceiling height of 13.5 m (44.5 ft), The machine shop area
contains 139 m2 (1500 ft2 ) in a woven wire enclosure and
houses several commercial machine tools including a metal
lathe and floor mounted grinders/buffers.
4-11
The rooms currently used for stowage are equipped with
various utilities including electrical power, phone service,
utility air, a welding hood, utility trenches and a fume
hood. A set of double doors [i.e., two .9 x 2.1 m (3 x 7 ft)]
provide a 1.8 x 2.1 m (6 x 7 ft) entrance into most rooms.
The ceiling heights ranee from 3.0 x 4.3 m (10 to 14 ft). The
3.0 m (10 ft) high rooms have suspended ceilings. All rooms
are fully air-conditioned.
A number of miscellaneous, highly portable equipment items
are located in various rooms on tine first floor south wing
of Building 36. The items are described in Section C, Table
C.5 of Reference 10. The equipment, however, does not
presently appear to be applicable to the Life Science Payload
Program.
4.1.1.2 Building 36 -- Second Floor
A. Areas Presently Assigned to Life Sc iences
The second level of.the SMD support area (Figure 4-4) currently
allocated to the Life Sciences Bioengineering Division con-
tains approximately 418 m2
 (4500 ft2 ). The area presently
supports life sciences instrumentation development, integration
and maintenance; equipment/parts stoviage; a small workshop
facility; engineering offices; and an area containing provisions
for 1000 class instrument/hardware cleaning and packaging.
The second level is serviced by a freight elevator. A summary
of the facility characteristics and major supporting hardware
currently available on the second level of Building 36 is pro-
vided in Table.4-4. The results *of a detailed secorid floor
study of the facilities and equipment (including all areas)
is contained in Section C, Table C.3 of Reference 10. A total
facility survey was conducted for possible future expansion,
of JSC Spacelab simulation activities. Major Systems and
equipment currently available for LSP support are listed in
4-12
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Table C.4 of Reference 10. Data relative to equipment nomen-
clature, manufacturer, model, NASA identification and overall
dimensions are provided for the equipment located in areas
presently assigned to the JSC Life Sciences Directorate.
B. Other Second Floor Areas
Several areas on the second floor of Building 36 are used to
support research activities conducted by the Environmental
Effects Project Office, Science and Applications Directorate.
Approximately 279 m 2 (3000 ft2 ) of the second level are allocated
to this project. The area consists of five usable rooms designated
as general laboratory and engineering office space. The roams
are equipped with standard utilities including electrical power,
phone service., vacuum lines, and utility air. Special laser
controls and-data cables are located in the laboratory areas.
The ceiling heights range from 3.0 x 4.8 m (10 to 15.8 ft) and
access is provided by either one or 'two .9 x 2•.1 m (3 x 7 ft)
doors. All rooms are fully air-conditioned.
4.1.1.3 Building 36 -- Third Floor
The third level of Building 36, south wing is currently occupied by JSC
Science and Applications Directorate personnel with no Life Sciences
involvement. However, for long range Spacelab Pay load support purposes,
the area was surveyed to identify general characteristics and facility
utility services available. The area is configured primarily for engineer-
ing offices. A third level floor plan is shown in Figure 4-5.
The area contains a total of 1022 m2 (11,000 -ft2 ) with approximately
492 m2 (5,300 ft2 ) of usable floor space. Much of third floor is
dedicated to utility services support including air-conditioning distri-
bution system and mechanical/structural areas. Standard utilities common
to technical offices are provided. The room heights range from 3.0 x 4.8 m
(10 to 15.8 ft) and have .9 x 2.1 m (3 x 7 ft) access doors. An overview
of the third floor facility characteristics is provided in Table C.6,
Section C of Reference 10.
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k	 4.1.2 Building 37 -- life Sciences Laboratory
The JSC Life Sciences Laboratory, Building 37, will not be utilized as a
main line integration facility for Shuttle era LSP programs. The
facility laboratories  and equipment, ho-,-.,ever, will be available to SL'Pport
biological and health services disciplines associated with the planned
fligh'. programs. The facility construction is a combination of structural
steel framing, metal siding and precast aggregate facing. The interior
is configured for both laboratories and general offices. The laboratories
and offices are located primarily on the ground level with a life Sciences
archival library on the second floor. A gas analysis laboratory is
housed on the third level. An underground radiation counting laboratory
is also included in the Building 37 complex,.
The first floor laboratory and office area contains approximately 4180 m2
(45,000 fc? ) with 1626 m2 (17,500 ft 2 ) allocated to offices and 1997 in
(21,500 ft2 ) to ten (10) laboratories. The remaining first floor footage
[approximately 557 in (6000 ft2 )] is used as computer, conference and rest
rooms., and as corridors and reception areas. A floor plan of the first
floor (Building 37) office and laboratory area was undergoing interior
modification at the time of report preparation; hot-,ever, the general location
of the laboratory areas (mid-1976 JSC planning) are indicated on the floor
plan, Figure 4-6.
The second floor of Building 37 contains approximately 1812 in (19,500 ft2).
With the exception of about 297 in (3200 ft2 ), the entire second floor is
allocated to elec'Crical, mechanical and elevator equipment. The area is
accessed/servicesi by stairs and a freight elevator. Future plans indicate
that the 297 m2 (3200 ft2 ) area will house the Life Science archival
library. A floor plan for the second level is shown in Figure 4-7.
The third level of Building 37 contains only the gas analysis laboratory
and an open (no floor) overhead crane bay. The gas analysis laboratory
consists of a 133 in  (1430 ft 2 ) area containing a complement of analysis
equipment. The area is serviced by a stairway and freight elevator.
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A bilevel tank farm is also contained in the Life Sci ,2nces Laboratory
Complex. The tank farm is located in an adjoining structure on the
north side of Building 31. The first level contains 268 m 2
 (2890 ft2)
and houses two holding tanks, one treatment tank and one liquid nitro-
,;
gen tank. The second level contains 111 m (1190 ft ) and is primarily
a pump room. Table D.1 of Section D in Reference lU identifies the
laboratories and facilities provided in Building 37 including floor
dimension and area allocated to each subfacility. A loading ramp
(truck freight) is also provided on the north side of Building 37 for
cargo handling.
In addition to the specialized dedicated laboratory equipment, a full
compleinient of utilities including electrical power, vacuur. sources,
natural gas, water and air are sufficiently distributed for laboratory
operations. The incoming electrical service is supplied by a 12.47 KV,
3 conductor source ant! routed via selector switches, transformers and
main busses to the appropriate areas. Redundant electrical service is
provided for critical applications by a 350 1"14 emergency generator
system.
s
4.1.3 Building 8 -- Technical Services
The JSC t•;edical Dispensary -is located on the first floor in the east
wing of Building 8. (A photographic Technology Laboratory occupies
the remaining first floor area). The dis pensary health services and
associated laboratories will provide general health care services in
a supporting capacity to the Life Science Payload proc,rams. The
dispensary provides standard medical services ranging from physical
examinations through emergency room treatment including cardiac con-
ditions. The facility contains approximatR^ly 669 m2 (7,200 ft2 ) of
floor space with some 32 rooms allocated to medical laboratories,
examination rooms and office areas (areas not cross-hatched in
Figure 4-8). Mobile medical units are available for emergency
transport to the dispensary and limited local/in-transit treatment.
Table 4-5 provides a summary description of the Building 8 medical
I	 .
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TABLE 4-5: JSC Medical Dispensary Facility Summary
ROUM
NO. NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION
121 '!ASA Office
1 y:it	 , neicino Atirse 0f ficc maintai: •,s	 r,,e rl icaI
	
r,^cnrds,
	 c1i!ricaI
functions, etc.
123 Offi co
124 iJ SA :Jf f i ce
125 Vli^t'tt "Pdi6110	 Srcr-et,WY/ sccret,irv's	 desk, oquipmmit,	 0: 1 d.	 roc.
i'crccpticnt
	
Areas entries,
	
clerical	 tasks
	
rocept.ion,
appointments, etc.
126 1 1 i (?ht	 1'ati exit r":^di cal	 equi nn?nnt necessary to accomplish
Ex,tI;'. t.iIIq
	
1"wir physical
	
0xanlin;"t ion	 by	 !)"IYaicion,
provi de 	 it?n^.ntizut.icar;:,, 	 tvc,lb"ants.
127 flight riedi ci nn	 i'hyS i ri i n's samo as above.
E:x,ai;i n i no	 t^oom
17_ ; i	 i yht ' Odi ci ne Storage, computor CRT and tcrrni nal .	 astronaut
medical	 records
132 C1 i ni c Phys i c i art's
Examining Roo.n and Orfico
134 Clinic P'hysician's
Exacti ni ng	 Roo;:? and Off i ce
135 hors i rty Stati un pharrtacouti cal
	 ,uppl i o.s ,	 immunization .
storaoo ,	 reference hooks, special	 dints,
nurses make chart entries.
138 Clinic:	 P'hysician's
Lxamining Roan and Office
139 X-Ray Film Storag
140 Project Managor's Office patient consultations, meetings with
NASA personnel, a6flnistrittIvo details
. reference library
1 41 1_ohby waiti ng area
142 Administrative Office personnel	 records, 	ad;ni ni s trat.i vc tasks,
NASA report- prcparati on, st:orago, etc.
141 Sec:rot ary &	 lei actnosti c Codi nc
-
secret,a t i it 	 functions	 including   all	 fi lcs.
Clock's Off ice FAA cvrti fi cate	 clat,;	 rQ 11 0	 t.
codi tl^r.
144 Supply Offi cet • ' S Office referenco manueil S 	 ( catdl nacres) .	 safety
glasses	 issued, supplies ordered.
  --
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TABLE 4-5: JSC Medical Dispensary Facility Summary
ROOM
NO. NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION
Chief Nurses Office patient consultations, administrative145
tasks, trailing prapar,iti ons , report
preparation.
146 Treatiwnt Room physiotherapy, minor office surgery
treatment for abrasions, etc. 	 patient
observation.
14/ Treatment Room s an y? as above
150 EKG and Puhunary i'unction tasting and exorcise, LKJ's	 (ergow,^,tcr)
Testi rig and vital	 capacity tes ting.
151 Eye
	
i,00in visual	 acuity s creen i ► 1;1,	 tonwn^try, 
eyewash	 capability, co p v., ash.	 VCI'ti cal
(adjustable)	 treatriont chair.
152 Suppler Storage medical	 supplies	 (incluiling phari!.eceuti-
cal) and cquipmc nt storage.
153 Audio Room contains t1.10 audio booths	 and recorders
used to dutermf ne hearing acui ty
155 Medical	 Records Recrpt:i on/ contains 7,0004 medical	 records.	 form
Starage i..roparati oll	 for various	 Cxatid nat.i on ,; .
patient check-in point.	 central	 tele-
phone call	 d i rector.
.156 I IilIIIUll i Zati on/Nui •aes	 Stati on initial	 "drop-in"	 patient interview
and/ar tI'Catul2nt. 	 irununizati0'.)S, 	 a11er•ny
and other pati ce nt-provi dcd i njecLi ons
and treatwents.
	
phal'111.1Ceutical	 SUpplieS
and bandag(,s, etc.
159 Equi point Sterilization and
Packaging	 (aut00lave).
Linen Storage
160 Clinical	 Laboratory Drawing sample dritwing	 (hl:)od), hematology.
Room
161 X- Ray technologist station,	 all	 X•-rays, in-
cluding industry rel atod when requested,
taken and processed
161A X-Ray Laboratory/processing
marl: Room
163 *Clinical	 Laboratory all laboratory work,	 routine and special,
(SCi1C'C^lll^'d t0 he moved t0 for physical examinations and diagnostic
Building 37 in mid 1976) work with	 the 0 XCe[1t i011	 Of i111nIL1110 100y.
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TABLE 4-5: JSC Medical Dispensary Facility Summary
ROOM
NO. NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION
164 Emergency Room al l equi prient necessary , for treat y ont of
emergency cmiditions	 including cardiac.
primarily for stabilization of condition
until transfer can be made to local
hospital.
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i
facility/capability as presently configured for JSC pe-sonnel
treatment. No substantial changes are needed to support manned
aspects of Life Science Space Shuttle experiments and payloads.
C
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Section 5
IMPLEMENTATION OF REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary analyses of implementation possibilities determined that Inte-
gration Facility operations may be initi&Led in a cost effective manner by
utilizing some areas in each of the JSC buildings surveyed as described in
Section 4. Portions of Buildings 8 and 37 in their present configurations
were found to provide accommodations very close to those needed by several
Of' the LSP subfaci1ities. More extensive efforts were required, however,
to determine the preferred arrangements for Building 36.
Two plans providing details of Integration Facility related operations in
the Bioengineering and Test Facility (Building 36) are presented in this
Section. In uddi ti on, details of the r ►anner in which related operations
may be conducted in Buildings 8 and 37 are presented. The plans for Build-
ings 8 and 37 are applicable for use with either of the Building 36 con-
figurations.
The first of the two Building 36 designs illustrates a concept in which the
building is shared between Life Sciences and other disciplines utilizing
.approximately the present floor space allocations. This concept requires
that space for PI and contractor office areas, equipment storage, and add-
itional required functions be made available in other JSC facilities, and
that.
 these operations be conducted remote from the "on-line" LSP integration
and checkout activities.
The second design illustrates a configuration in which as many LSP functions
as possible are placed in Building 36. This concept results in reduced
transit time between activity sites for personnel, reduced equipment move-
ment, and improved communications. However, this dedicated Integration
Facility design does require that Building 36 be used only for operations
associated with Life Science Payloads.
5.1 MEDICAL AND LABORATORY SUPPOIRT
Buildings 8'and 37 will be the primary facilities used to provide medical
5-1
and laboratory support to JSC Life Science payload-processing operations
`	 for either the shared or dedicated mode of Integration Facility operations.
Each building is somewhat unique in its capacity to support the specific
LSP subfacilitics requirements as defi ►ied in Section 3.0. The recommended
utilization of each of these two facilitieF is the sacie for either the
shared or dedicated concept and is summarized in paragraphs 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.
5.1.1 Building 8
The major function of the Building 8 Medical Dispensary for the LSP program
will consist of support to all experiments involving man-in-the-loop, either
as a subject being tested, principal investigator conducting the experiments
or scientific observer/passenger. Support will include physical examinations,
in ►irrunizations, laboratory tests, and diagnostics for obtaining baseline
experin,2nt data and for qualifying personnel for Shuttle flight. Extensive
medical records will be maintained oil 	 flight personnel. Physiotheraphy,
patient observation, and minor treatment of abrasions, burns, etc., occuring
to LSP associated personnel during JSC residency will be provided, including
emorgcncy trcatr:cnt of more serious conditionS until transfer to a local
hospital. It.is not anticipated that LSP support operations will interfere
with the JSC occupational health functions carried out in the facility, nor
will significant equipment or personnel additions be required. No extensive
expansion of the floor space presently allocated to medical operations
in Building 8 is projected for support of Life Science. payloads alone. Some
expanded capability miy be required, however, to support medical operations
of the total Shuttle Program. (Reference Figure 4-9-for a layout of the
Building 8 area in which medical operations are conducted, and Table 4-7
for a description of current capabilities.)
5.1.2 Bui l di ►q 37
The JSC Life Sciences Laboratory, Building 37
,,
 
is equipped to provide LSP
subfacility support in the biomedical, physiological, food, toxicology,
radiation, bioinstrumentation and health services disciplines. Various
laboratories are available for supporting a wide range of both human and lower
specimen research, examination, test and treatment. The following complement
of facilities/laboratories is located in Building 37:
5_2
o Microbiology Laboratory
e Biochemistry Laboratory
o Environmental Physiology Laboratory
o Neuroscience Laboratory
o Cardiopulmonary Laboratory
o Bioinstrumentation Laboratory
e Cardiovascular Laboratory
o Microprocessor Laboratory
o Food and Nutrition Laboratory
o Toxicology Facility
o Gas Analysis Laboratory
o Life Sciences Archival Library
The laboratory facilities will not be totally dedicated to supporting the
JSC LSP program, Utilization of the subfacilities and resources will be on
a scheduled basis to meet specific experiment requirements and checkout test
timelines.
Extensive interior modifications to Building 37 were implemented foiloaing the
Skylab Program in order to consolidate the above laboratories for the Space
Shuttle period. No additional modifications have been identified as required
for LSP support by this study. Floor plans and descriptive information
for Building 37 may be found in Section 4.1.3 of this report.
5.2 PRIMARY INTEGRATION AND TEST SUPPORT FACILITY,
Building 36 will serve as the primary LSP integration and test support
facility at JSC. Portions of the facility were used in early 1976 for con-
ducting a Spacelab mission development test (Spacelab Mission Simulation II).
This test involved medium fidelity mockups of the Spacelab core and experi-
ment modules, Orbiter cabin mid deck and aft .fli-ght deck, 1-•G tunnel assem-
bly, Spacelab equipment racks and associated support har&are.. The into-
gration and test aroas were trot environmentally conditioned to the 100K
clean level as required for Shuttle and Spacelab flight payloads; however,
the Building 36 south wing proved to be highly compatible with integration
and test payload operations. Only relatively minor modifications should he
required to configure the facility for flight qualified Spacelab operations.
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5.2.1 Clean Room Area
Initially a survey of Building 36 was conducted to identify the resources
and capability available in the building for support of the sub-
facility requirements as specified in Table 3-2, Section 3.2 of this report.
The results of this survey wore presented in Section 4. Next, an assessment
was made of the arrangement of subfacilities within Building 36 which would
lead to the most effective payload processing flow. A driving consideration
in this assessment was the requirement for final integration operations and
integrated preflight checkout tests to be conducted so that flight equipment
is maintained in a class 1001: clean environment (see Section 1.4.10). An
operating arrangeriiI-nt where the entire mock-up was placed in a clean environ-
ment was selected over one in which only the interior could be controlled.
The doci si on to place the conipl ote mock-up in a clean environment was made
because it allots a lower cost mock-up design, lower cost and more fliQht-
representative thermal control equipment, improved personnel ingress and
egress during integration operations, and sir,iplified emergency egress during
manned tests.
Primary considerations in the placement of the mock-ups in the clean roo;7
area involved: (1) simulataneous clean room utilization for both integration
and checkout test operations, (2) minumum facilfty r.iodif-ications, (3) utility
availability and cable routing, and (4) stationary Orbiter and Spacelab
mock-up emplacement to allow permanent utility connections.
A payload configuration representing a maxir.um length Spacelab arrangememt
was considered, along with a shortened 1-G tunnel, for locating the Orbiter/
Spacelab mock-ups. Scaled two-dimensional models of equipment were arranged
in various configurations to arrive at feasible layouts in the existing clean
room. Figures 5-1 through 5-3 depict three representative layouts of the maJor
LSP mock-ups. Each of the arrangements could be accoinilodated with no modifi-
cations to the clean room area. However, considerable difficulty in mock-up
reconfiguring, utility routing, and hardware movement was anti ci r)ated for
these arrangements . Accomii&ati on of Carry-on and Mini 1 ab experiments, and
payloads of other possible JSC clean room users, ,•could be limited in the exist-
ing clean room configuration during LSP Dedicated Laboratory checkout tests s
indicated from inspection of the figures.
Figures 5-4 through 5-6 show typical LSP processing area layouts which could
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accuimnodate either shared or dedicated operations in a modified clean room
facility. The clean room is extended into a portion of Room 1010 to house
the Orbiter cabin mock-up, tunnel and miscellaneous LSP support equipment.
By rer,oving the existing sliding door, the Spacelab tunnel or the Sudcolab
mock-up can be located in the doorway, thereby allowing adequate room in the
origindl clean room area for additional activities. In the above confiqurations
all calling and utilities can be routed between the mock-ups and the doongay
near the floor. An existing 0.9 x 2.1 in (3 x 7 Pt) doorway allows personnel
access to the Orbiter mock-up and test support equipment located in the clean
room addition. A 1.8 x 10 3 Kg (two-tan) capacity monorail hoist allows equip-
ment items to be lifted over the top of the mock-up for placement into the
area in front of it. The hoist also allows aft flight deck equipment to be
installed easily into the O Niter mock-up if an access hatch is provided oil
top of the mock-up. Individual e q uipment items may be installed into
and removed from the Spacelab mock-up in this manner if a top hatch is pro-
vided.
The layout sho,vn in Figure 5-5 provides the most workable .configuration
relative to utility/hardlin, service, maintenanc-o ac(.oss and payload /experi-
ment integration. The layout allows the mock-ups to remain stationary  for
all Life Sciences payload arrangements and for changoout of Spacelab compo-
nents without disrupting other clean room activities. The layout assumes the
use of dollies upon which integration activities occur. (Dolly wheel selection
must be compatible with the existing clean room floor grid.) Integrated rack
and floor sets are transferred from the dollies onto integratioh GSE mounted
on a short set of alignment rails. The components are then moved into the
Spacelab mock-up with the aid of a rack and floor set installation and re-
moval GSE kit.
5.2.2 Shared f aci 1 i tt 1.1aut
In the shared Integration Facility concept areas and equipment in Building)
36 may be used jointly for operations related to Life Science payloads as
well as for compatible payload operations of one or more other disciplines.
The arrangement presented in this subsection limits Life Sciences operations
to portions of the first two floors in Building 36, and with this concept
several LSP functions must be located in other JSC buildings. Specific
buildings needed and the availability of the necessary areas within these
4
P
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buildings have not yet been determined. The shared facility concept allo-
cates approximately 1580 m ? (17,000 ft) within Building 36 for Life Science
functions, housing only the mandatory payload integration/checkout operations
and directly supporting equipment. It was assumed lo the devel upmx:nL of
this concept that no portion of the third floor of Building 36 would he
utilized by Life Sciences. LSP subfacilities were combined wherever possible
in the formulation of layouts for this concept, and the resulting payload
processing facility will require precise coordination and scheduling of
activities to support the full operational era traffic model.
The floor plans shown in Figures 5-7 and 5-8 depict the suggested layout of
a fully operational shared payload processing area based on usage projected
from the Dunning Life Sciences Traffic Model. Circled nuu>Uers on the figures
refer to required modifications to the facility as described in Table 5-1.
Shared Facility, Building 36, First Floor Shipping and receiving areas
for this configuration are located in rooms with cargo doors to 'aciiitate
equipnent movement into the facility. Individual racks, experinonts and
equipment will be removed from over-the-road transport vehicles and placed
on in-building GSE transport dollies for movement through the cargo doors
to receiving, inspection, storage and processing areas (reference Figure
5-7). Two truck loading pits are located adjacent to the shipping and
receiving area to al l m ilost i terls arriving by truck to be unloaded manual ly
or with the aid of forklifts.
Complete rack and floor sets and other larger items arriving at the facility
by truck (either from a nearby airfield of from over-the-road transport)
will be handled in a different manner. Gross external contamination will be
removed from the containers and transport vehicles outside the facility.
The doors from Room 1010 to the clean room will be operationally held closed,
and the exterior cargo door to Room 1010 will be opened. The shipment will
be backed into Room 1010 and lifted off the transporter by the 1S x 10 3 Kg
(20-ton) overhead crane. The transport vehicle will then pull out of the
building and the cargo door will be closed. The shipment will remain inside
the sealed shipping container until V'^e environment in Room 1010 can be-re-
turned to the class 100k level. The canister may then be opened, and the cargo
lifted out of its container and positioned on an in-building GSE transport
dolly. The dolly may then be moved into the clean room, either by hand or
.
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TABLE 5 -1
DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY MODIFICATIONS
IDENTIFICATION
CODING	 D€SCRIPTION
	
1	 Remove existing doors and install 3.0 m (188 in.) high by 2.4 m
(96 in.) wide (double) doors to allow inbuilding transport of
racks on GSE carts.
2 Relocate existing entranceway to corridor walk, fabricate 3.66 m
(12.0 ft) by 2:99 m (9.8 ft) airlock and install second 3.0 x 2.4 m
(118 x 96 in.) door to maintain cleanliness during personnel and
smell equipment item ingress/egress.
	
3	 Install 9 x 10 3 Kg (10 ton) traveling crane full length (north-south)
of clean room. It is anticipated that the existing crane mechanism
controls and trackage in room 1010 could be utilized. Facility
drawings indicate that the building structure will be able to support
the crane loads. 7.6 m (25 ft) hook height required.
	
4	 Extend slideing door track structure/mechanism on west side of large
door opening; remove smaller (east) sliding door. Door may be stowed
for possible future reinstallation.
	
5	 Install ceiling and interior wall surfaces to maintain 100K clean
room level.
6 Remove existing room IOIOA walls and ceiling.
7 Install wall at designated location and finish both sides to maintain
100K class clean level. Install ductwork and blowers to connect room
1010 and mock-up areas to clean room air filtration system.-
	
8	 Replace existing 9 x 10 3 Kg (10 ton) traveling crane with 18 x 10 3 Kg
(20 ton) unit. Hook height of 9.2 m (30 ft) required.
	
9	 Install two truck docking pits including safety rails for cargo handling.
10 Remove existing wall between rooms 1003A and 1005A (between 1009 and
1005A for dedicated facility configuration).
	
11	 Install 38.1 m (125 ft) long 4.0 m (13 ft) canopy over loading area.
	
12	 Install 1.8 x .103
 Kg (2 ton) traveling crane full length of Spacelab
mock-up area [approx. 35 m (115 ft)]. Hook height 6.7 m (22 ft)
required,
	
13	 Refurbish/reactivate Building 36 clean room.
1
NOTE: The above list includes only the top level modifications required in
each subfacility. Alternate routing of electrical utilities, minor
structural modifications, air-conditioning ductwork relocation,
suspended ceiling changes, etc., will be required at various locations
dependent on the final facility design. All modifications will require
detailed designs prior to execution.
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with the aid of an electric powered tow motor through the large clean room
cargo door.
In the layout indicated in Figure 5-7 storage areas are provided adjacent
to receiving and shipping areas for short term holding of smaller items.
A small electrical and mechanical shop is.located in Room 1002 for experiment
trouble shooting and repair, and also includes floor space which is usable
for experiment checkout testing. A controlled storage area with provisions
for isotope storage and with equipment needed for personnel protection,
radiation surveys, and clean up of minor spills is located in Room 1002A.
A layout of the clean room area in which most final integration and check-
out test activities will be accomplished is indicated in Figure 5-9. Life
Science processing will require approximately 2/3 of the clean room area
during shared operations. Figure 5-9 also shows an added non-load bearing
partition across Room 1010. This wall, in conjunction with ducts added to
the clean room air handling system, allows the clean room area to be increased
without major building structural changes.
The LSP supporting subfacilities which would be located in other areas if
the shared facility concept is implemented include: (1) facility main-
tenance, (2) flammability testing and (3) portions of experiment develop-
ment, shipping, receiving, storage and PI offices. Floor space requirements
for these remotely located areas.have been defined (see Table 3-2), but the
preparation of area layouts has been deferred until available space within
specific buildings is designated.
Shared Facility, Building 36, Second Floor
As shown in Figure 5-8, approximately 486 m 2 (5,230 ft 2 ) of the 810 m2
(8,700 ft2 ) of usable area on the second floor of Building ' 36 will be needed
for LSP operations with the shared facility concept. This area will house
the test control areas for checkout tests conducted in the first floor clean
room, the LSP data lab, and two science monitoring areas for support of
tests and actual fliqhts. As personnel will be on duty around the
clock in the area in support of LSP flights and tests, an area was set aside
in the layout for placement of several snack and refreshment vending machines.
A conference room/PI briefing area is also located on this floor. The lack
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INTEGRATION AREA
	 RACK/FLOOR TRANSPORTER
	
(Carry-on and mini-labs)
	 AND LOADING UNIT
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(Carry-on and individual experiments)
FIGURE 5-9: CONCEPTUAL LAYOUT OF LIFE SCIENCES PAYLOAD CHECKOUT TEST AREA,
SHARED FACILITY OPERATIONS
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of rest room facilities on this floor was considered to be a minor dis-
advantage but one which was overshadowed by the operational advantages
gained by the second floor control room, monitoring area, and data lab
placement.
5.2.3 Dedicated Facility Layout
Payload processing tasks within Building 36 include those mentioned in Section
5.2.2, plus additional activities which are relegated to remote areas in the
shared Integration Facility concept. The dedicated Integration Facility
concept described in the following paragraphs provides a "full-up" capability
for supporting all currently defined JSC LSP operations. The three levels
of the Building 36 south wing contain approximately 3160 m 2 (34,000 ft 2 ) of
usable floor area and can meet most JSC Life Science payload integration and
testing requirements based on the Dunning traffic model (Reference 6). As
in the shared facility concept, the one story 960 m2 (10,300 ft2) north
wing of the building would be used primarily to provide office space for
(NASA personnel. The central Building 36 location contains all subfacilities
required for LSP processing within the dedicated Integration Facility concept,
with the exception of the general purpose laboratories currently existing in
Building 37, and a portion of the LSP associated storage areas.
Dedicated Facility, Building 36, First Floor
The subfacility floor plan shown in Figures 5-10 through 5-12 depicts the
suggested layout fo *r a fully operational LSP Integration Facility based in
Building 36. The payload/experiment receiving, packaging and shipping areas
are located in.rooms with existing cargo doors for obvious logistics ad-
vantage. The facility maintenance area is also located in an area with a
cargo door. Facility and experiment equipment stowage areas are located
adjacent to rooms containing cargo doors and.are connected by large double
doors to facilitate hardware transport and handling. Two truck loading
pits are located adjacent to the shipping and receiving area to allow most
items arriving by truck to be moved into the building with the aid of fork-
lift:;. Individual racks, experiments, and equipment items will then be
placed on in-building GSE transport dollies (still with protective shipping
covers intact) and moved to storage or clean room processing areas. Com-
plete rack and floor sets and other larger items arriving at the facility
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will be handled in a fashion similar to that described for the shared facility
concept.
An experiment checkout and test subfacility is located in the immediate
vicinity of the clean room area which permits intra-facility manual handling
of most items of LS equipment. A flammability test area is provided within
the non-clean room portion of the experiment checkout and test subfacility
and is separated by a junior partition. Isotope stowage is provided in Room
1002A which is removed from the LSP primary traffic routes.
The mechanical shop remains in an area originally designed as a shop faci-
lity and contains basic workshop tools and metal working machines. The
shop will remain enclosed by a woven wire barrier and tools added as required
to support LSP operations. An electrical/electronic shop is located directly
behind the mechanical shop area.
The north wing of Building 36 was originally designed to provide engineer-
ing, administrative and secretarial accommodations for NASA personnel and
will remain in this configuration for Shuttle LSP activities. Some office
space for Life Sciences experiment PI's may be available in the north wing;
however, the majority of PI accommodations will be located on the second and
third levels of the south wing.
-The south wing first level LSP subfacility layout attempts to economically
use existing resources to accomplish JSC Life Sciences integration/test
requirements through the 1991 time period. By initially configuring the
support facility to identified long range requirements (rather than partial
short term support) operational shutdowns can be minized during critical
program phases. In addition to the total LSP integration and checkout test
subfacility, all major operations requiring payload/experiment handling,
modification and stowage are located on the first level of*Building 36 to
avoid equipment handling by elevator. Several of the rooms designated as
LSP subfacilities in Figure 5-10 are not currently assigned to the JSC Life
Sciences Directorate. However, many of the rooms are presently being used
for storage of Apollo and Skylab inactive equipment, were deactivated, or
are being used as JSC co-op employee offices. It should be noted that the
100 class clean room is inactive and reactivation time for return to its
most recent operating configuration has been estimated at approximately six
months. A longer period will be required to implement the changes to the
5-22	 '
clean room recommended as a result of this survey.* Several additional
modifications will be required to configure the first floor of Building
36 (south wing) for LSP operations. The major modifications identified
in Section 5.2.2 are also applicable to the dedicated facility design.
Dedicated Facility, Building 36, Second Floor
The second floor of Building 36 is designated to house the test control, .
science monitoring, and data laboratory subfacilities for a11 . JSC LSP oper-
ations. A floor plan layout is shown in Figure 5-13. The science monitor-
ing areas are located in adjoining rooms and can provide checkout, integra-
tion, test and flight support. The test control area is located directly
across the corridor from the science monitoring areas. Additional subfac-
ilities provided on the second level include the data laboratory (data
management area), support equipment stowage, conference/PI orientation room
and additional (unassigned) office space. A rest area with refreshments and
a shower facility are provided on the second level. No major modifications
are required on the second level for LSP operations. The level contains
only about one half the usable floor area as the first floor. A cargo
elevator is available for handling computers, control consoles and associated
equipment used in the test control and science monitoring areas. The elevator
may also be used to allow handicapped persons to access the second floor.
Dedicated Facility, Building 36, Third Floor
The third level of Building 36 appears best suited to provide office accom-
modations for the experiment PI's and supporting personnel during residence
at JSC. The total third floor is currently configured as engineering offices
and would not require modification other than partition removal to provide
a conference room of sufficient capacity. .A tentative layout of the area
is shown in Figure 5-14. The third floor contains only approximately 35
percent of the usable area of the first floor, and about 36 persons can be
accommodated with office space available. Rest room facilities are avail-
able on the third floor; however, the cargo elevator does not service the
area, thus preventing access by some handicapped persons.
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5.3 COMPARISON OF CANDIDATE DESIGN VERSUS REQUIREMENTS
Comparisons of the floor space accommodations provided by both Integration
Facility designs versus the requirements identified in Section 3 are indi-
cated in Tables 5-2 and 5-3. The shared Integration Facility design utilizes
approximately three percent more total floor area than indicated from a
summation of the individual subfacility requirements. The dedicated facility
design requires about eight percent more. Inspection of Tables 5-2 and 5-3
shows that all subfacility area allocations are well matched to the theoretical
area requirements. However, almost 30 percent of the proposed area for the
shared facility design must be made available from outside the buildings
surveyed.
Other than the necessary facility modifications described in Section 5.2,
no major changes to Building 36 or its utility services are foreseen to
accommodate the requirements of the subfrcilities for either of the two
configurations. It is anticipated, however, that certain additional elec-
trical and other utility services will need to be rerouted as determined
by the final selection and placement of equipment.
5.4 IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
Schedules showing the required buildup for major elements of an LSP
Integration Facility were prepared in the initial LSP study tasks, and
implementation recommendations described in this section were formulated with
the aid of the results of the previous effort (see Section 4.1 of Reference 2).
The recommendations described in this section were formulated by evaluating
the time-phased payload processing requirements of key subfacilities, as
described in the following text, and are valid for either the shared or
dedicated Integration Facility concept.
Initial items of CORE and experiment prototype hardware are expected to 	 f
start arriving at the facility by about mid-1978. Shipping and Receiving
subfiicility activities will be very modest during 1978, with initial equip-
ment shipments for only three payloads expected. Shipping and receiving
activities will increase throughout 1979, reaching nominal operational' era
level by 1980. The projected buildup of Shipping and Receiving subfacility
operations is shown in Figure 5-15.
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The projected buildup of activities for the Experiment Modif i cation and
Test Lab from Reference 2 is shown in Figure 5-16. No direct parallel
subfacility was used in this survey, but the activities of the Experiment
Modification and Test Laboratory were apportioned among the Experiment Test
and Checkout Lab, the Experiment Development Lab, and the Clean Room
Integration area. The activities of these subfacilities are projected to
build up as indicated in Figure 5-16, with some initial capability required
in 1979, increasing to'full operational capability by 19810 It is felt that
with careful scheduling the number of payloads to be processed simultaneously
by these subfacilities could be reduced 20 to 30 percent from that indicated
in the figure.
The Orbiter/Spacelab integrated payload checkout test processing requirements
as determined in Reference 2 are illustrated in Figure 5-17. Time is included
in this figure for facility modificaLion, payload checkout and equipment
removal. Although the Orbiter/Spacelab mock-up-scheduling is critical, it appears
feasible and has been assumed for this survey that'a single mock-up can
satisfy the needs of the Integration Facility. Initial operational capability
of the mock-up should be implemented by late 1979. The recommended Integration
Facility implementation schedule is summarized in Figure 5-18.
5.5 COSTING
Cost estimates for the major facility modifications are shown in Table
5-4. No significant cost differential was identified for either the shared
or dedicated Integration Facility concept. Cost estimates are limited to
Building 36 modifications, as modifications to other buildings are expected
to be minor in-comparison. Also included in Table 5-4 are equipment costs
developed in Section 3.4. The costs shown in the table are non-firm, rough
order-of-magnitude, preliminary engineering estimates. The following con-
ditions and assumptions were used to arrive at the cost figures:
'	 a) Orbiter/Spacelab mock-ups and subsystems, and automated test
equipment costs are not included as these items will require
additional preliminary design engineering analyses of functions
to be provided prior to costing. Data lab computer equipment is
assumed to be leased.
b) Cargo lift trailers (transport aircraft GSE), vans; forklifts,
and movable cranes are available at no cost from existing
government equipment.
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TABLE 5-4
INTEGRATION FACILITY ROUGH ORDER OF
MAGNITUDE COST DATA (1)
MODIFICATIONS TO WILDING 35
• Enlarge Interior Doors	 $ 2.3K
• Add Airlock to Room 1010	 4.5K
e Install 9 x 103
 Kg (10 Ton) Crane
	
10.5K
• Remove Door and Track	 4.OK
Refurbish Room 1010 	 13.OK
Remove wails	 2.4K
• Install wall and modify room 1010	 14.OK
Install 18 x 10 3 Kg (20 Ton) Crane
	
12.OK
• Build Truck Cargo Pits
	
31.OK
• Install Canopy over Pits 	 12.5K
• Install 1.8 x 103
 Kg (2 Ton) Crane
	
7.5K
• Refurbish Clean Room	 21.OK
$134.7K
•	 EQUIPMENT COSTS (2)
• NASA/ESA GSE	 $ 0.77	 million
Other GSE	 0.94	 million
• Other Support Equipment 	 .33	 million
$ 1.94 million
TOTAL	 $ 2.17-million
NOTE
(1) See text for conditions and assumptions used in determining
ROM cost estimates.
(2) Development costs, where applicable, not included.
Ailw^.... _	
_	
m
i,
c) No costs a	 assessed for the use of scientific lab equipment.
d) Certain experiment-depeneent Specimen Facility costs are not
included. Examples are waste/dead animal disposal facilities,
data monitoring equipment, and holding units.
e) Design, development, set-up, and interface connection and veri-
fication costs are not included.
A
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iSection 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 CONCLUSIONS
The current JSC facility accommodations are suitable for use as a Life
Science Payloads Integration Facility with relatively minor modifications.
Life Science Payload equipment receiving and shipping, test integration,
checkout, test monitoring and in-flight science support activities may
be accommodated in Building 36. Sufficient area also exists in the
building for office accommodations needed by NASA employees, contractor
personnel and visiting PI's. The Life Science laboratories which are
currently being centrally located into Building 37 should be capable of
supporting the laboratory requirements of the Integration Facility.
Crewmember and test subject medical examination support for payload act-
ivities can be provided by existing accommodations in Building 8.
The preliminary, rough order-of-magnitude (ROM) cost estimates for faci-
lity modifications to convert Building 36 for LSP operations are estimated'
at $135,000. Costs of uSE needed to process experiment and Spacelab
flight hardware are projected to be slightly in access of $1.7 million.
Other Integration-Facility support equipment costs are estimated at $330,000.
Costs for design, development, verification, utility support and equip-
ment interface connections are not included in these figures. Costs for
mock-up structures and subsystems, computerized test monitoring equipment,
specialized items of stowage/holding equipment are also not included due
to current lack of design details.
'	 The Integration Facility should be capable of performing initial receiving
and experiment processing activities as early as 1978. -A phased build up
to full operational capability should be completed by 1981.
6-1
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made as a result of the facility survey:
a) The JSC Life Science Directorate should take necessary steps to
ensure that the required facility areas as indicated in this survey
are made available for LSP processing in the Space Shuttle era.
b) The recommended Integration Facility design should be submitted
to JSC Facilities Engineering personnel or to an Architectural
and Engineering (A&E) consultant for more detailed facility modifi-
cation costing and schedule information.
c) Additional survey effort should be expended to determine the para-
metric impacts on Integration Facility requirements resulting from
an altered Life Science traffic model.
d) The top level subfacility requirements indentified by this survey
should be expanded to include an additional level of detail for
all ubfacilities. Particular emphasis is needed to define the
Spacelab and Orbiter structural configurations and subsystems
necessary to imitate the functions of flight hardware during test,
training, interface verification and simulations.
e) A make/buy cost effectiveness analysis should be performed for each
item of NASA/ESA GSE applicable to Integration Facility activities.
The specific capabilities of NASA/ESA GSE items should be compared
to more detailed Integration Facility requirements than was possible
within the scope of this survey. Particular emphasis should be
placed on the characteristics of in-building transporters, dollies,
and flight hardware handling equipment. For GSE components where
a "make" decision is reached, preliminary design of long lead time
and high complexity items should be initiated. Preliminary pro-
curement actions should be initiated for "buy" category GSE.
6-2
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